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WEE 41I Y KENTUCKY
ONE DOLLAR A YEAR. ,T-TOPKINSVILLE, CHRISTIAN COUNTY KENTUCKY FRIDAY, DECEMBER 15, 1899.
• OUT WE 60.
Democratic Heads Fall If,
Ihe Basket.
AL tiOST CLEAN SWEEI
Republicans Elect Near
ly All . City tifficers
--"Our" rlr. Fow-
right "Held By
The Enemy."
Cily Clerk, Walt,r
Elgin.
Auditor lind Treasurer.
Jno.kdm
C11N of Police, B. J
Matthews.
City Attorney, A. P.
Crockett.
City Engineer, John
Twyman.
City Tax Collector,
Jackson Tate.
Chief Fire Deptm't, Lew
Atkinson.
City Teamster, Lee
Morris
City Sexton, R. Roake.
City Assessor, Garner
Dalton.
Policemen, Harvy flc.
Cord, W. P. Fars, E. P.
Wilkins, Geo. Walker,
John Burns, Booth 'Ur-
ns.
Fireman, F. Cofer,Chas.
Fla:Innis, James Ander-
son, Jas. Weston, Ellis
Roper, W. Orake, Jessie
Bullard, Jas. Nichols, .1.
Landreth.
- Is was 740 o'clock whip Mayor Dab-
ley milled the Board to order. Every
member was in his seat and an ominous
stillness succeeded, preserved even
ellsoogh the reediug of the dreary min
tte.ofsez preceding ems aceealOns
The minutes Were approved without ob-
Jocelyn, and the Mayor invited any one
present who had a grievance to come
leeward. Bet she tune for grievances
was not yes ripe, and none responded.
Kr. Dplisea moved that the Cannel,
proceed to elect officer. for the ensuing
tura of two years. The motion was
maxesded by Mr. E. M. Fsack.
IIMayor Dabney explained that the
method heretofore pursued by the Coun-
cil in the selectiou of clicers had been
first by secret ballot. and then the viva
vase vote on the candidate chosen. The
lest offloe to be filled, was that of City
Clerk.' Walter S. Elgin was chosen on
/alike first ballet, receiving the votes of
Flack, Fowright, Glass and Fritz. Dal
ton, Tibbs and West, voted for Lucien
Davie. The first victim went down as
dm clock struck eight.
It was may salting front that moment
So the end. One by one the Democrats
were turned out, ruachtue working
as smoothly as if ts had been freshly
lubricated
Twebellotas were tete° for City At
gurney', Mr Crockett receiving four
votes on the seemed ball S.
Three bailout were taken for Auditor
and Treasurer, .John 1'. Eritnueis n-
evem/ the fear necessary TOM on the
third ballot.
For Chief of Polio. B. J. Matthews
received vie four necessary votes on the
first ballot
jibe
 tax oollector'n race was a walk•
over fee Mr Jaekson Tate, whose con-
s
test for Oosaollnian from the First
ward is pending. lu this racs, as
several others, the Repriblleaus h
never shoe n their hapde, Red the el
'sou of their man was tnet finis kno•
dirt the public received ut his 0. u id
oy 11. W. nuts. Pau Geither
Garner bedlam received Outvole
Joe, ewyuran's elleal head drop
into the bastes whee the proper it
.teme,and Join 'rt.) man e a4 ttibsti
For City Sexton Mr. Rorke rece
ins unanimous, endursement of
Jonucil on the first balk t It w
disitig reward for years of fli 'lent
ice. Immediately aftet the resat
le ballot was 'announced, Mr.
one forward and thanked the
or the honor, and offered his
ion to Sake effect Feb. lit It w
timed that the aged se x.on, true
ite time vocation, probably pr
be company of the dead to t
.flicial association. This, however
ot be true.
For Oity Teamster . Lee Motet
Oeniocratic incumbent, received
•otes. Whether the machine ja
tog or whether this we. 'in the
does not appear.
Lew Atkioson was chosen 0
the Fire Department over Geo. R
the present (Bidet:it chief.
The surprise of the evening
when the (Alice of Tax Assessor
reached in the triumphal march d
the line. Mr. Garuar Dalton had
a candidate for Tax Collector. He
present oaring the balloting for ill.
ace. After his defeat he picked up
hat and left the Council chamber,
we. not known that he was an a
cant for the position of Assessor.
own brother did not vote for him'ead
the three Democrats supported
Bradley. Mr. Dalton, however, elos
elected, receiving the votes of the ail
oouncilruen who were prosecatimelke,
wholesale slaughter of the; Democratic
officials. His election was a surprise to
everyone except those who had resoled
to hand him the office. Mr. Dalton dill
qualify and all the office.
There were about twenty app)icant,
for the places of th-, six policemen 00
the first ballot, Both Morris, an Ott4.
cut member of the present fore., Me
oeived the vote of every member of the
Board, and Harvey lecOord, N P.
Fears, E. P. Wilkins,' George walks;
were sem cholen. Ibis left one vacaws.
John Burns, late an employe of the is
& N. R. It tic, war chosen on the sew
oud
The election of the firemen, whom
names appear at the head of this
column followed, and it was left with
the chief to designate the men who are
to sleep at the engine house.
This concluded the list of officers to
be chosen by the Council. But Mr.
Flack had tasted blood and wanted
more. He moved that the Council desig-
nate four men for special duty during
times of emergency. Mayor Dabney
modestly suggested that the law vested
this power in the executive and Mr.
Flack withdrew his motion.
The saloon license Wag then fixed at
$600 per annum, the present price, and
license granted to the thirteen saloons
now doing business in the city.
The Board on motion then adjourned,
and jubilant and disconsolate citizens
filed on; of the chamber together.
The newly elected officers rusted for-
ward to shake -Oar?" Joe's hand, and
thank him for seeing things their way
TOUCHING AkR. FOWRIGHT.
The **Alen of Mr. Joe N. Fowright,
who was elected by the Democrats of
the Seventh ward to represent them in
the Council, deserves the bitter censure
which it is everywhere receiving to-day.
Not until the show down came at the
Council meeting last night, when Pow
right deliberately betrayed his friend.,
repudiated his sacred obligations and
out his vote with and for the enemies
of his party, were we *filing to believe
the harsh things that had been said of
him. In Ws face of his bold and un•
disguised treachery, his friends-those
who worked tot huh, who pledged
themselves for his honor and Indignant.
Iy resented every hint i f his disloyalty
feel a see. e of shame and humiliation
which he seems incapable of • xperienc-
tog.
His conduct has more
tee judgment of Ef00(1 men who from
the first mistrusted him. With shame
.00l sorrow we plead guilty to the
charge of having believed tu him, and
placed faith in his promises. With
sympathy for one who seemed • corthy
atid iudustrions representative of the
Laboring elegies, we did not discourage
is apparently laudable aspiratioui.
V hen his nousivation was won we did
I incur power, in common with the
at Democrats of sloe city, to compass
is election. A majority of the oceans
Lis ward gave him titeir suffrages.
te qualified as thew representative, a
nuocrattoj 0ounotimen. His course,
ecu before the test, was such a. to give
use color to the whisperings that he
oulct betray. Slid we thought that he
.ight be following the bent of au time
admit spirit which oishked caucus
sle. When the time came for the test
his loyalty he was found wanting.
For reasons which he has not seen fit
state publicly he turned his beck
•4/II Mr party, his friends and his es-
tates, throw himself wnwiy tutu the
tat of the men 1..e had formerly o„-
wed and who had worked tor his Cie-
it. &rouge suet Mysterious cutiver-
ul :Stinnett sun toespocable Iface-
Watt •Il trout tru-tt lilt-nu to iu.-
. able toe! We utt r no teootio..
give piece in ine,e heinuAti• Cu huu•
an cot j ciure-s, III,, epeeni.o ton o
',lions ea) iturzeut. I. Is tile plot
o of every eitiaent to draW his 1.
.eineunis. The pedu facie are halt
-ugh, that Mr. FuwrIght, elected by
moorage in goo i faith, betrayed tli.gt,
he supreme monient,a130,b0lcilug the
suer of power, gave toe city irev,-s
• t into the hands of in,. Of
„arty.
than justified
A ItObiag, aDaviLpiuli
°rennin, g its victim is a type of rote
oation. The power of tins munierou•
amity is felt on organs and nerve..
.1 muscles and brain There's tin
•Itt. 'tit its overcome. But Dr. K,ug's
• w Life Pills are a safe and certain
Art, B•yt in the world for Stomach,
o•er, Kidneys and Bowes Ouly 230 at
• L Elgin's, 0 K Wyly'e,R 0 Hard-
J 0 Pock's and Ander-on &
-'owler'e drug stores.
Gish & Garner's Vs- ild Ocoee Ltni
n •rit name rheumatism and neurargta
iittl• HES NE SPof At all druggi,t
WILL MARRY AT CROFTON.
Mr. J. U. Allen, of Nashville, and
Irma Margaret Hendrickr, a daughter of
Sr. Hendricks, of Crofton will be j :Wed
it marriage at the home of the bride's
father tomorrow.
One bottle of Dr. Bell's Anti-Pain
11 convince the most skeptical of its
onderful merits as an invaluable
leolehold remedy in the relief of then-
matitm, neuralgia, toothache, or any
whel4r pain, internal or external.
HOLLY BROWN'S MARRIAGE
Son Judge M. D. Brown To Wed A
New York Lady.
FromIdonday's
Mr, Holly Brown, of New York City,
oldest son of Judge M. D. Brown, of
Hopkbisville, will be married tomorrow
morning to Miss Nellie S. Goodwite:of
WeigNinty•Second street New York
Tbstride is a wealthy and cultured
"young lady, belonging to one of the best
fanallies of the metropolia.
Mg. Brown has been a resident of
New York about 20 years and during
the past ten years has been the general
manager of Behr Bros. piano factory.
Belted charge of this factory's exhibit
at She Wor:d's Fair and will represent
Bebe Bros. in a similar capacity at the
Pads Exposition.
Mr. and Mrs. Brown will tour the Fa-
cile coast on their bridal trip.
MOVt. TO HOPKINSVILLE.
Mn. Alex Fulcher and daughter, Ad.
die Lackey, have moved to Hopkinsville
where they will make their future home
with Mrs Falcher's father, James
Vaughn. 1 Ia entire commuuity re-
grets to lose so good a woman as Mrs.
Fulcher and her daughter and all join
In wishing them a happy future.--Fair-
view Re, iew.
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• Could Net Talk.
lira Smith Wooldridge, of this
playa who was so enlisted with
bet throat for over two years that
else weld not speak above a Irk*
pet, ef ter she used the ars% hoe,
tie of Dr. Bell's Pine Tar-
Homey, ectu.d talk as well as
ever, sod the ea** Is such •
wonderful elm that Ur
members some hi to eee
her for themselves. and
are astonished to hear
her talk.-
D. Wrusos
flow.
Oftlairl•la
Zambia
My.
DR.
BELLS
PINE
TAR
HONEY
Mar
4.
4444., '48
•.441(
Hon. Jerry M. Porter.
I Write this letter because I
believe you have made a dis-
covery lu a cough. Gold, throat
and lung remedy that the peo-
ple ought to have. I refer to
Dr. Bell's Pine-Tar Honey. I
hays thoroughly tested it and
know its merits. It titres,
Any one who ever needs •
remedy of this kind should
never he without Dr. Bell's
Ptavrar•tioney.
illtne K Powrza,
Clinton, Ky.
s dik couVs
E•ALxig
DR. BELL'S PINE-TAR-HONEY
•
<>,
‘.? (),/'--/- •
. /
p.„
461k. 41111.0
is a scientific prescription, carefully prepared from the purest and best ingredients,
consequently the most costly cough medicine on the market. In buying
pr. BELL'S PINE-TAR-HONEY you get as big a
bottle and more doses tor 25 cents than you do of
any other, bitt the druggist's profit is less.
Therefore some dniggists are cunningly persuading
their customers lo buy that which to
them means greater profit.
DON'T vigiu DO IT. DEMAND
Dr. Bell's PINE-Vitt-HONEY and taix no substitutz.
Prepared lowly by The IL Z. Satilierised Medici** l4., Fountain Park, Pedeeek, ly.
.glib ,I .1 .11110,OPP114. 11 *.
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TOMS. .:0WRIOPIT.
Democrats Of 11114Ward Call Upon Him
To beige.
The following protest, or petitiou,
bearing the planetary of nearly every
Democratic voter of the Seventh Ward,
calling for the resignation of Mr. J. N.
Fuwright, has been handed the New
ERA tor pubecatton The caption and
Sue signatures speak fthesmselves,and
require no further oenoineut from us: I
"We, the undersigned conalatueuts!
who supported Joe Fowright for thy
position of Oily Councilman, recogaille
ing his tusfltuess aid liscapami7 for the
position, request that tn.:Nip at once
und aspire for a position that he is bet
ter suited far
R. A. Morris,
Mailer',
A.
Jos P'Poul,
J. P wiper,
6t,,Lie...t.1 hI.rrts,
J
e tart-n B rr
ti tiwntruug,
• E Edo( lentil],
ti Etessetou.
W ii. West,
• go ,
A J. Hee der,
L. S. koriat4
J. A . kticanese,
Q. it Duke,
Jim L Long.
W U Shaw,
E. P. Fears,
0 H. Davis,
Buffalo,
H, X Hewitt,
• hil Lewis,
George Means,
J. B. Torian,
A L. Eggleton,
H. U. Hart,
P it. Mosely,
• u. Witty,
It A West,
W A Rickuiab,
J. H Hickman,
siV. E. McOormi ii, W F.
J. H Witty,
U. B. Med. ham,
J. J. Moore,
L B. Otryce,
L. M. 1 appan,
T. D Andertoo,
U. W. riartis,
Oick Ur..vesus,
W. H Powell,
J. ti Morton,
J K. Johnson,
W H. Nye,
J. M. Boyd,
J. r. Fatly.
P. Z. Powell,
Lutner Morns,
P 0 Martin,
H Li. Miclory,
E tear Morris, James H. Pyle,
0. F Hams,
Tee L sit N. wilt Neel round trip tick•
eta to Frankfort at one fare Dec. Itleh to
11 b, litniteti to D a. 14th, account in-
auguration of litiverbor.
J. II ADAMS, Agt
WORST OF
THE WAR
Was British Disaster
Saturday.
ft:Isom:mem ro NEW ERA j
LONDON, Eng., Dec. 11.-Later re
ports of the Stormberg calamity indicate
that the British loss will probably reach
eight headassi. - - -
The troops under Gen. Gatacre fought
nobly, making the disaster less severe
than it would have been.
The British people are strongly con-
dewing the officers for leading the at
tack on a superior force of she Boers.
Gen. Gatacre, in command of
the British expedition at Cape Colony,
attacked the Boer positions at Storm.
berg Saturday, and was badly defeated,
being compelled after nearly three
hours of hard fighting to retreat. The
Boer fire was so hot that the British in-
fantry could not get at the enemy, most
of the fighting being done by the artil-
lery. Gt n!Gatacre's force consisted of
2,000 men, including the famous North-
umberland Fusilier', the Royal Irish
Rifles and two batteries of field artil
lery. His official report shows that of
these 2,000 men 634 officers and men
are "missing" and wounded. Other
casualities, he said, would be wirea
when ascertained. (Ian Gatacre shys
he was misled by hie guides.
N.M MM
rROM DAY To DAV.
MMM
TALMAGE'S SER Vi0N ON page 2,
has for its subject, "Lt not the sun go
dowo on your wrath."
IT IS ESTIMATED that it will re-
quire 1.368 enumerators to take the cen-
sus of Kentucky.
THE NET EARNINGS of the Illi-
nois Central for October shows an in-
crease of 4366,821
THE MASONS OF Princeton bay,.
is net over 500 invitations to a ricepti n
and banquet to be given tomorrow
night at their new hall.
THE COURT OF appeals adjourned
Saturday Ur the December term. It
meets again the first Monday in Janu-
ary flirt.
MAJ. GEN. BROOKE has been di-
rected to make arrangements lot an ex-
hibit of Cuba's agricultural produota at
the Paris exposition.
IT IS ESTIMATED that Congress
will have to make an increased approp-
riation of $114,298,678.
THE SECRETARYIbiF the treasury
has ordered the purchase of. silver bul-
lion for the special mintage of the La-
fayette souvenir dollar.
--
REPRESENTATIVE BERRY, of
Kentucky, says that he will use every
effort to secure early oons1deration for
his joiot resolution giving thanks of
Oongrese to Rear Admiral Schley
---
WILLIAM S. TAYLOR will be in.
an gurtited Governor tomorrow at
Frankfort. Three weeks from tomor-
row the legislature will meet.
The Department of
begin its distribution of
earlier this year than
South the beginning of
perhaps rending a few
the first
A,r,-0,, ‘lio4t.,,..
,. ....1
.1
Bee
•
Vegeft ble Citizen Yields Up a Long and
Useful Life.
DEATH OF MR. CASIV.
Fruit konday V daily.
14 Oharles Casty, whose critical ill
U w
4r
as et in the Nsw East last
w :f ,died at ''i :110 o'clock yesterdily
morning at the home of his daughte r,
sMiorn.s  Ueo. W. Winfri e, at ()risky Its
Mr. Casky had recently passed his
eigh •stxth year and was oufferlog
fro complication of maladies inc i-
dent advanced years.
• Illi ()silty was a native of Virginia,
but hid been a resideut of this State
_and
tar"
nisi
nty for more than half a cen-
He Wes one of the most sterling
of the community where he re-
sid possessing the esteem aid friend-hipt 
all who knew him. He was one
of thisioneers of the Cumberlaud Pres-
byteriu church. His wife died about
fort, years ago, leaving two chioireu,
Mre*leo._Winfree and Miss Betty ea,
ky.
The funeral took place at the home
of Mrs. Winfree at 11 o'clock tho
morning, conducted by Dr. Gill, of Elk- ,
ton. The burial was at the family 1
graveyard.
KILLED TWO MEN
And Lost His Mind Brooding Over The
Deed.
Ohas. (liven has been ptralounced
insane by the County Ooart of Inquest.
says a Franklin dispatch..
He shot and killed Flarine Elliott are
John Dick at a house of ill-repute in
October and was indicted by a gratin
jury in October on the charge of wilful
murder.
He brooded over his trouffle until he
lost his mind. He has been carried to
the asylum at Hipkinsville.
FILIPINO CURIOS.
Corporal Lennie. Huggins, bete of the
First Tennessee Volunteers, brought
back from his campaign in the Philip-
pines several hundred interesting
curiosities which are attracting much
attention in Bassetts' window. The
museum includes many of the native
weapons domestic articles, coins, "hells,
sandals, articles of apparel and fancy
work. There are also many interesting
photographs of survey and military
operations.
LECTURE POSTPONED.
On account of rain, the lecture at th.
First Presbyterian church, was postpon-
ed until Wednesday afternoon at two
o'clock. All ladies cordially invited.
Admission free. ciao
WILL MOVE TO CERULEAN.
Mr. B Y Pool, formerly a leading
merchant of Oracey has sold his estab-
lishment to W H. Hammond, a Wal-
Ionia merchant, who ewill remove to
Oracey. An order was entered trans-
tering gis license to Hammond. Mr.
Pool will remove to Corn lean at an
early date. He will operate a general
merchandise store in connection with
the hotel.
MEDICAL SOCIETY,
The Christian county Medical Society
will meet Monday afternoon Dec. 18,
1b99 sIlO o'clock.
All members are urge t to b present,
in4 titleea.onual el.-totem of officers ail
it' held. J. "IC. HAIM, D, Sec'y
i'oer I owe)* Wi.h r • ta.
care C4,1ALIIIIII.411 torero,
sae C. fall. drugsistaretima stow
Is
IT
NICE
wholesome edibles you are
looking for? Well you wont
have to look any longer, for
we have Candies pule and
wholesome, Nuts fresh and
crisp, Oranges largo and
sweet, Apples plump and
juicy, and our line of Rai-
sins, Figs, Currants, Dates,
Citron, etc., cannot be equal
ed anywhere for the price.
We invite your inspection
:-W.
Op
466
••• Se,
NEW
OSTEOPATHY. CREDENTIALS
ARE SIGNED.
'Where Shall I Study it.
This qUestiOn is agitating the winds
of a large number of aspiring young
men and WOrilen who expect to begin
their preparation for professional life in
a few weeks. The importanoe of the
question may be to a large measure roc-
oguized by many who propose studying
Ostopathy, and yet there may be those
who, not having made up their minds
upon any particular school, consider the
election of minor importance It 16 erne
that sucoeau or failure may hinge iipon
upon the selection of a school.
There are two classes of schools icb
appeal for patronage, and offer elided
inducements and reasons why they
should receive the patronage. The first
cousists of institutions organised thor-
oughly upon financial grounds, and man-
aped who'ly with a view to reissing
the greatest number of dollars profit
from the pupils. Such schools, possess-
ing little or no equipments, inferior
teachers and limited clinical facilities,
are unworthy of your patronage. the
second class consists of those schools
whose boards of managers are actuated
by a high sense of moral responsibility,
who have provided all equipments es-
sential or needful, who have selected
men and women of flue intellect and
thorough qualification for the various
departments of the school; who have
provided a course of study, giving at-
tention to their relative importance;
who demand such a preliminsay quale
fication as shall be a reasonable guaran-
tee of the student after graduation.
These are schools which boast not were
ly of their numbers or their age, but
rather who cffer as inducements the
posstbility of a thorough qualification,
the opportudity for • well rounded pro-
fessioual training.
The Southern School of Osteopathy be.
longs to this latter oleos. With perhaps
a single exception, being the only school
possessing • building with ample ac
imminodations for both the infirmary
and school work; possessing a faculty
-very member of which is thoroughly
qualified for the dew merit which he
nas charge of; provided with all the
equipments needed for the highest
charaler of sehool work, with a loos
lion superior to that of any other into-
tutiou, The Southern School of Osseo
why, its graduates in the forefront as
the leading exponents of the science.
From the very day in which this in
stitation opened its doors for 'hi re
ception of studenta it has be 'n reoog
uized by the Csteopathic world as an in
"dilution destined to occupy a prominent
place upon the pages of history of Os
teopsthy. The Southern School of Os
teopathy does not boast of its age, nor
of the number of pupils, though it ranks
with few exceptions, as one of the larg
est schools, but does proclaim to the
world the excellence of its faculty, its
equipment, its accomm dation& its on
paralleled location, hut especially the
class of men and woman who constitute
three classes already matriculated.
The Southern School of Osteopathy
fpeete its diplomas and its graduates
to be received on a par with those of
any other institution. They will be
recogn•zed in every state possessing
laws recognizing the Science of Osteop
athy, and we have no fear but that the
character of vitas constituting the ear-
lier classes of the institution will win
for themselves and for this institution a
p.aCe and a name for the Osteopathic
world. The honor of the school does
not consist in the number of pupils mat-
riculated, nor the character cf men
whose names are signed to diplomas but
it does wastes in so qualifying mai 'mid
women of natural ability that they may
mate for themselves a et1C-cese and rep.
utation. The shOesail of 
11:riipractitinuer Will rest upon she
whool which he attends only to tlattlels
tent of furnishing nim with every PON
stile opportunity to require kno-wledge
and to attain proficiency in the practice
Gutsule of toil., the success of the indi•
vidual pr irtitioner will rest wholly in
his own merits, the aptitude and ear,
neatness sot.i which he applies himself
to his smite.; and the measure of nat
ural ability and common sense which he
carries with hi in into professional life
As far as it is plesible thrq to meant
success, the Sontoern S.-hodl of Osteop-
athy shall sar-ly ga grantee its grain
ales success. The management, realiz-
ing that the future adecess of this insti-
tution rests wholly in the succeeds of the
individuals who receive their profession
al training within ii. wall., will use all
possible diligence to provide all which
shall contribute to toe welfare and ad-
vandement of all the students. WLat
bete.? guarantee could be added?
The Southern School of Osteopathy,
of Franklin, Ky., easily ranks as one of
the foremost Osteopathic Schools in age,
numbers, equipment, faculty, eourse of
study, and building. Then is probably
no other school prepared to give a bet-
ter preparation for professtonal life
Catalogue and Journals of Osteopathy
will be sent free to any of our reader.
who may desire to know more of the
work of the School of Infirmary
Address the Southern School of 0-
teopathy, Franklin, Ky.
DIVIDEND NO. 4.
The Board of Directors of the Amite
Mills Company have declared it
fiend of 4 per cent for the di
ending Nov. 80, 1899,
mend J.
ditIewSk.
; .„ :A" 4fteette
(Special to New Era.)
FRANKFORT, Ky., Dec. 9.-The
certificates of election of W. S. Taylor
and the Republican ticket were alined
by Oommissiouen Pryor and Ellis this
morning.
The majority and the minority °pin.
ions of the board were not read, as ex
peoted, but were filed.
I Taylor's official plurality in the Stateis declared to be, on the face of the re
tarns, 2,888. The total veto for Taylor
was 198,714; Goebel, 191,381; Brown,
14,050; Blair (Pop ), 8,088; Wallace
(Pro), 2,846; Schmitz (Soc. Labor),
615 The total vote cast for all candi
dates for Governor was 405,094
SUDDEN DEATH
As Aged Lady Retsruleg From Quads,
Dies In A Carriage.
Mrs. Kitty Ann Johnson, an aged
lady, died very suddenly about 6:45
o'clock yesterday afternoon in .8 hack,
aa she was about to moue to the country
to visit her son. She.was accompanied
by her two daughters. She was
seized suddenly with heart failure so
which she had long been subject, and
died alnet instantly. The carriage
.
was dnven to Kitchen & Waller's un-
dertaking establishment and a physi-
cian summoned, but life was extinct
when he arrived.
She was a native of this (county, but
,eft here about twenty-five years ago for
vViudeor, Canada, where she has since
noided. She was on her way to visit
icr children to this county.
DEATH OF J. W. GIVENS.
Mrs. IC 0. Forbes was notified by
wire today of the death of Mr. J. W.
Givens, aged 77, at Providence. The
deceased was one of Webster county's
most prominent citizens.
He was up to a few years ago a mem-
ber of the firm of Rioe, Givens & Co.,
Louisville. He was at the head of the
firm of J. W. Givens & 00 , dry goods
merchants at Providence aid also of the
J W Givens Tobacco company.
He was the father-in law of Mrs
Stuart Givens, formerly Miss Mary Liz-
zie Adams of this city. His granddaugh-
ter, Mimi Judith Bugg, who is a student
at Bethel Female College, was summon-
ed to hi. bedside several days ago.
OUR PUBLIC BUILDING,
Congressman Allen Introduces a Bill Ap-
propriating WON.
Representative Allen, of the Second
Oongressional district, has introduced a
bill in Congress appropriating $50,000
for a public building in this city.
On the same day he introduced a bill
appropriating $219,717 for the erection
of a new lock and dam at the mouth of
(ire.ni elver.
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Prices Boat The
Are you in line? If not get in I
BIG BARGAIN SALE that is now on.
haveadvanced, and we offer the people an
portunity to save money. It is not enough
we do as well as others. Trade leadership
mands tits', we offer exceptional inducemen
all the time. We keep people moving inward
and goods moving outward by moviriz prices
downward. Here's what Moly on's Big Store
offers to its many customers. Every depart-
ment complete:
.46
Dress Goods.
10 pieces all wool Coverts worth 60c
at 36c
6 pieces imported Novelty Dress
Goods, worth 66c for 36c.
5 pieces Broadcloth, all colors, w'th
$1 00 at 50e.
Wash Goods.
1000 yards Flannelette Sc.
1000 yards Outing Cloth Sc.
New line of Calicoes
New line of Percales.
Ladies' Wraps.
We have a few Ladies' Jackets
and Cloaks that we've carried over
from last season. They are a little
out of et -le, and we will offer them
at the following prices
The $5.00 and $6.00 Jackets $2.50
The $10.00 Jackets at $5 00.
" 15.00 " 700.
" 20.00 ‘, _ 8.00.
We are also showing an "up to
date" line of stylish Jackets from
$6.00 to 25.00.
New Plush Capes, worth $1.00 at
$315New Plush Caper, worth $5.00 at
$400.
New Plush Cape', worth $7.00 at
$5.25
New Plush Capes, worth $10.00 at
$6.75
One lice of Ladies' Tailor-Made
Suits, reduced from $6.00 to
$3.60.
Linen Department.
76 yards white Table Linen at 20.
per yard.
75 yards White Table linen, 70 Wilma
wide, reduced from 50e to
per yard.
76 yards bleached Table Lima, 79
inches wide, geduced frost TOe
to 49c per yard.
50 yards bleached Table Linen, 72
inches end., reduced from al 26
to 8k per yard.
25 dozen Napkin., at Ste par dams.
Good Linen Napkins at 4k per doz.
" at 49c "
64 64 64 at 76c
64 at 90e "
66 at $1 26 "
at $160 "64
66
Good Cotton Crash at 4e per yard.
G000 Linen Crash at 6 1-2 per yard.
Large Cotton Towels at 5 °gets.
Linen Towels at•9 oenta. •
Now, remember, these bargains will not last long, so
take advantage of the sale.
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Meat Choppers
Sauvage Grinders
Sausage Mk.
Majestic Ranges
AND CHEAPER COOK STOVES
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PARKER, SMITH AND OTHER standard makes of hammerless
and hammer shot guns. Black Powder and Smokeless, Powder
Loaded Shells. Careful attention to orders for special louts.
FINE RUSSIA LEATHER and Heavy Duck Leggins.
RODGERS' RAZORS.- A full line of this celebrated
Razors on the way. He here by Thanksgiving.
WANT A GOOD GRATE that will throw out twice the
old one does with half the coal? Let us take
and put in a genuine Radiant Grate
you punch the ashes out they go,
the mantle. Increase the war
+a.
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INJUNCTION REFUSED.
— -
Cook Decides The Applic eion
Tate vs. Tibbs Case.
lo
Feoni Tuesday's daily.
A telegram received by the New ERS
last nigbt from Circuit Clerk Tom Mol-
loy, of Eddy•ille, says that Judge Cook
refused to grant the ir•junction praye
for in the action of Tate vs Tibbe, now
pending in the Circuit Court here.
Tate's attorneys applied for a manda-
mus cotupelling the ElectionCommission
of Christian county to re-assemble ano
collet the vote of the Court House pre-
cinct which Wad thrown out by tie
board on the grounds of irregularities.
Mr. Tate was elected tax collector b
the new ()outwit. If he quaint s for this
office he will be rendered ineligible to e
seat in the Council. On the other hate
should he prosecute his suit to a success
ful issue, he wuul be compelled to r,
sign his position as collector. the Ines
lueratIve office iu the gift of
0ounoll.
SUIT. POR DAMAGES.
ih.
Prom Tuesday'. dolly,
John R Berry has tiled a suit against
R. R. Poser for datnsgss tu the sum te
$1,000. On Novi tuber tith, Berry, wh•
was tenant on one of Pirssr's farina, b. -
came involved in a quarrel with the lat.
ter. During the altercation Berry was
shot in tbe thigh by Piiz-r. The exam
filing trial was held yesterday beton
Judge Oensier and Intser was acquit
ted, the evidence tending to show that
he acted in 'elf defence. The petitim
claims that the aesault was onwarrant
ed and that the plaintiff was perms
nently lujured and suff-.red great men
tal and physical anguish.
DEATH OF MRS. TURNER.
From Tacsday 's
Mrs Josepn F korner, an estimable
christian lady of the Bainbridge
ity, di d yesterday of cancer after a lin
wering illness of three years. Mrs
Turner was a inemb-o. of Spring Creel
Methodist church. She was in the 4911
year of her age and six children ant
husband survive her. The funeral wil
be conducted by Rev. L. W. Browder
pastor of the Spring Creek church thie
afternoon and the body will be laid t(
rest in the family burying ground.
_ - -
WILL OF V. A. GARNETT.
The will of the late Virgii A. Gar
oett has been probated. He bequeath-
.
ell nearly all of his estate, •alued s•
$60 000, to his wife, Maggie T. Garnett
At her death his real estate goes to hi
nephews, Messrs. Clarence G. ano
Charles fi. Morehead, of Princeton.
HENRY BULLARD DLAD.
Paresis Resulted From a Railroad Acci-
cident-Died at Asylum.
From Tuesday's daily
Mr. Henry Bullard tied at the West•
ern Asylum for the Insane at an early
hour this morning. The news of Mr
Bullard's death will be learned with
general regret as he had a large circle
of friends in the city. About two years
ego Mr. Bullard, while in the employ
of a railrcad company received a criti-
cal injury near Birmingham, Ala. For
a long time his life hung upon a slt n-
der thread. He was brought to this
city, and while his body was partially
restored, the severe blows he had re-
ceived upon the head impaired his men
tal faculties. Paresis set in and Mr.
Bullard's mind became a hopeless
wreck. He was taken to the aaylum
where he remained until his death.
Mr. Bullard was forty-fonr years of
age and a native of this city. He was
• skillet mechanic and a man of great
industry.
The body was brought to the home of
his brother, Mr. Jesse Bullard, this
morning where serried@ will be held to
Metro* Motile*. The Interment will
be at Hope cell sonialtry,
__wows inom
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The Yritskele are trompletiag
the work of removing their stock irom
the Bowles building into their old
stsnd. at the corner of Main and
Eiglith streets. The store is now one
of the prettiest and most attractive es•
tablishments in the city, and ezclama
tions of astoniehment and delight es-
cape from the lips of all tithe vlatt it.
The re-arningement of the interior
gime more light and more room for the
advantageoas display of goods. This
progressive and popular firm la now
ready for business the new quarters
where a welcome awaits all their
friends and patrons.
The purpose of the national adminis-
tration Is to still farther contract the
currency by wiping out the neen000,000
greenbacks, by which the bond spree
este' would get another whack at the
treasury. The fact that this policy
would add a third of a billion dollars to
our interest bearing obligations and in-
ertia/le the annual interest charges over
$10,000,000 counts for uothing with the
wise financiers who are in charge at
Washington and Wall street. They
point to the millions in the treasury,
wrought from the people through war
taxes, and talk glibly of the prosperity
Hannaism has brought us. The Demo•
crass will oppose the converting of the
greenbacks into bonds, and will urge
the reduction of taxes through a reduc•
lion of government expenditure'. In
short, the Republican policy is less
money and more taxes, while the Dem-
ocrats are for more money and less
taxes.
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by Warn, ShillT11,007 V. it h Cr RA Hose, fol.
lowed by light dressing's ;vitt' Cr TIC URA, pur-
est of emollients and greatest of skin Cures.
This 'treatment a ill clear the scalp and hair
of crusts, scales, and dandruff. soothe Irri-
tated, itchini.: sul Tares, stimulate the hair
follicles, supply the root* with energy and
aourishment, arid produce luxuriant lustrous
hair with clean, whole+orne
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f DIELCIORIL
00Iner -First Monday in June
Monday in february and Solo-
n Ootrwr-Seoond Mondays
anuary, April, July laud Octotzer.
PISCAL Omar-First Tuesday in April
and October.
Ooirrir Uocmr-First Monday in every
month.
The declaration of independence, says
Use National Watchman, is now the
bent Democratic campaign document iu
tezisteace.
When the-procees of unloading Han-
na rosily begins his party will at the
same time have bo be unloaded. They
are hitched together with a golden link.
If you down one, you down the other,
If you are a farmer you will find that
on Dec. 14. 1896, you could buy 100
pounds of nails with two and two thirds
bushels of wheat. Today, or just one
year later, it requires five al:lone-fourth
Weise of wheat. Last year you could
buy 100 pounds of wire fencieg for three
bushels of wheat. Today you must *Mg
six bushels to get your 100 pounds of
wire fencing.
It is a singular circumstance that the
number of deaths among the country's
vice-presidents has largely exceeded that
amoog preeidents. While four m•n
beading the higher office died during
their teem the deaths in two instance.
-Lincoln and Gartleld-were caused by
violence. Six men bolding the second
office, however, died during their term.
and all of them by natural causes.
Moreover, the presidents, on the average
have been, when taking office, more ad
vanoed in years than the Vice-Presi
Touching the amenities of war, the
Brillith and the Boers are getting along
vary nioely with each,other The latter
lave so hesitation in among the former
for the loan of physicians and surgeons
for the we of their joint wounded while
the former permits the izeroduction of
food into Pretoria under regular trsde
conditions, to the end that their men,
imprisoned at that point, may not be
compelled to subsist upon Boer rations.
nip first attempt of the Russian meat
illemitine to oompete with the United
.11111Mes ham signally failed. It WaO tried
upon the German soldiers by shipping
them frozen pork. The official report
is to the effect that "the meat emitted
an unpleasant smell while being boiled,
and after being boiled for fifteen min-
tier lemasse like a hard paste. The Mate
• ale Ws mash So be desired." Possibly
Inag Was kept just a little boo long
beim Wag tree.e,
efeeneem••••••••■••=m
e
The thirteen Hie plaited es hie Ne
MN 89N a MAW WS, ity Alimieder
Ilamilise, 1101111BeiSerete the salon
*I etiffellit Melee, ere to be eat
dawn SO mete room for amodato dwell.
tog. is to be depiored that with
bostadlem tracts of virgin land in the
Dulled il..atee the particalar spot where
stand the Hamilton elms should be
needed for a house. It recalla the king
who said to a fly that persisted in
alighting on his nose -In all my five
kingdoms can you find no other spot to
maisfy you?"
Pram the Kansas Oity Time.: The
SOuth regards llelilaleyism as soother
name for imperialism and militarism,
and it had experience with both during
reconstruction days. If the nation ever
wants the men of the South to shoulder
arms and go to its defense it can rely
upon them to a man, but when Senator
Pritchard or any other man assures the
President that the South will give him
its electoral vote to suet sin in his cru-
sade against a people who are strug-
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There is more oatarrh in this section
of the ouuntry than all other diseases
tolletner. sultl Sh • last few
pare was supposed, to be insurebio.
For a groat many years doctors pro.
nocuovil 11 a 10061 disease, and womb-
vd Weal treatuirol, and by out stonily
titbit. to Our, with loosi treatment,
pronouneed It ineurable Science has
proven catarrh to be n coustitutional
disease, and therefore requires cons{ Su-
won.' treatment. Hall's Oatarrh Cure,
maunfactured by F J Cheney & Co.,
Coleco, Ohio, is the only constitution
cure on the market. It la taken inter-
nally in doses from ten drops to a tea-
etoonfui It acts directly on the blood
and mucous surfaces of the system
They offer one hundred dollars for any
ease of catarrh that cannot be cured by
Hall's Ormarrh Cure. Send for circu-
lars and teatimonials
Address, F. J. CHENEY & Ofit ,
Toledo, Ohio.
Sold by druggist., 75o.
Hall's Family Pills are the best.
-
GOVERNIENT BOND DEALS.
Is it not significant that the govern-
ment, in its solicitude for the Wall
street speculators, should always make
the people pay dearly for tbe assistance
extended this favored few? And is it
not also significant that, no matter how
bard the farming and laboring classes
have been passed, however low were
prices of products and labor, however
difficult it was to avoid embarrassment
mid ruin, the government was never
kind enough to offer a helping hand to
this class?
In all the bond transactions of the
government the speculators have made
willing at the expense of the people
Daring Mr. Cleveland's administra-
tion, the Morgan Belmont syndicate
pocketed some $20,000,000 which of
right belonged to the people.
Mr McKinley's $200,000,000 bonds,
which were told at par, were Worth a
pinion of #11 000,000 b. fure they mulct
be delivered The government shone,
have had the benefit of this instead of
it gong into the pocket& of the favored
few.
And so in the rectent purchaae of $25,-
000 000 bonds by order of Secretary
Gage, to incline the speculators of Wali
street The government pays a premi-
um of $3.000,000 in order to relieve the
embarrassment of Wall street in this
time of confidence abd prosperity
When the government has bonds to sell
it asks no premium. When it boys its
own bonds it pays handsomely ,for the
privilege.
To put the b akt ou the wagon going
down the hill is a help to the horse,
when the wagon is heavily loaded. But
what driver wcald think of applying
the brake to a loaded wagon going up
hill? 1,1f:e did, his sensible horse would
probab balk Many a man is in the
condition of pulling a load up hill with
the brske set against him. When his
stomach is out of order, and tne allied
organs of digestion and nutrition im•
paned in their functions, a friction is
set up w hich has to be overcome in ad-
dition to the performance of daily du-
ties. A foul stomach makes a foggy
brain, and the man with a disordered
stomach has often to grope his way
through the day's business like a man
in a fog. Ile forgets appointments.
Problems seem presented to his mind
"wrong end to " This (rendition is en•
Seely remedied by the use of Dr.
Ptetee's ()olden Medical Disoovety. It
pole the stomach arid diseetive rod riti.
*Mite 'Mots Otto a etitid111011 et petteet
health, and woe a aloe Wale, a Mealy
hand and a 1101 ell, tat the dity'•
dellee„ When eenellpatitta eleve the
eneettele st the Ur. Pitatos'e Plea.*
eat Pellets will WM* en eRsciaal our*
of this disastrous thaws.
-
CONTRACT LABOR IN HAWAII.
The administration got such a bad
scare over the empeatic protest which
the working people in Ohio registered
against its policy in the recent election
that it is froing into the explaining busi-
ness with its usual lack of tact and ac-
curacy. Senator Clark, of Wyoming,
just back from Hawaii, has the hardi-
hood to state that "contract labor is a
thing of the past in Hawaii and there is
no desire among the planters of the
islands to hire labor inferior to the or-
snowy American farm laborer."
This is the sort of thing the adenine-
tration approves, but unfortunately the
facts are,different. Thousands of Obi-
neee and, other contract laborers have
been rushed into the Hawaiian islands
since their annexation and the condi-
tions never were worse. Contract labor
in Hawaii means practical slavery.
The working people of this country
have already given the warning as to
the threatened danger of an invasion
of cheap labor, which can so easily be
brought into this country by way of
our new poseessions. To deny that
contract labor exists in Hawaii will ex•
cite serious apprehension that no pro-
tective legislation is contemplated in
tbe imperialist scheme of affairs.
WAR'S GREAT COST.
Frop the Buffalo Courier: Though
the Spanish war was bat a skirmish, as
compared With the cieil war, it has
been thought necessary to rains almost
as much revenue, and the expenditures
for our military operations exeeeded
those of the early years of the civil war,
threatening to last for years. There is
no probable relief from war taxes, and
if greater economy is not enforced,
either a new issue of bonds or higher
taxation will be necessary before the
end of the McKinley administration.
The economic waste of war Is one of its
most marked features. Commercial
prosperity may lead the people to sub-
mit for a time without protest, but, in
the end, the cost of imperialism rand
militarism will improve itself upon the
masses of the people, who are the chief
sufferers, since most of tbe rich corpo-
el rations escape the payment of the war
enernezee, taxes by shifting the burden to their pa-
Malettel ea earessa eau sa sauna krone, who oan only protest and pay.
t
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TAYLOR
IS GOVERNOR.
Took Oath of Office
At Noon.
SPEECH WAS BRIEF
Bradley Talks About His
Easy Conscience.-
_
WEATHER INCLEMENT.
(Ppecial to Now Era
FRANKFURT, Ky., Deo. 11.-Tbe
crowd in the oily to attend the Hauge
ration of Gov. W. 18. Taylor Is not as
large as had been expected. The weath-
er is exceedingly inclement.
The official program was °erred out
with dispatch. The precession, while
not as imposing as in formertitnes, was
creditable. It proceeded from Broad-
way to the Capital Hotel where the
Lieutenant Governor and other officers
were picked up, going thence to the
front of Capitol square, when the Gov.
-ruor-elect and other officials were es-
_lined to the platform.
The inaugural exercises were optned
with prayer by Rev. George Darter'.
'Gov. Bradley's valedictory followed.
tie spoke at oome length in defense of
ale admiuistratior, saying that he had
the approval of his conscience. He
wished an easier t fficIal life for Taylor,
and urged the repeal of the Election
Law.
Gov. Taylor's inaugural address then
followed. He briefly thanked the peo-
ele for the trust imposed in him. He
romised to give them an honest and
eonornical administration to the best of
.is ability. He also urged the repeal of
the Election Law and said it was a
nenace te the liberty of the State. The
•ath of office was administered by Chief
Justice Hazelrig. The exercises ended
with benidiotion ffered by Rev. Father
esoo.
This afternoon there will be a lunch
st the Executive Mansion and tonight
the inaugural ball will take place.
When the citizens' resolutions com-
mending Gov. Bradley were read, some-
body shouted: "Hurrah for Bradley,
nu next United States Senator." Great
cheers followed.
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FROM DAY TO DAY.ss la II II
COL. W. J. BRYAN says he will not
enter the Nebraska Senatorial fight.
REPRESENTATIVE BAILEY, OF
nixes, is ready to renew he fight
against Gen. Joe. Wheeler retaining his
seat in Congress
PROF. G. W. HOUGH, of the Fort
Dearborn Observatory, Northwestern
University, Chicago, has discovered Tan
Tanri to be a double star.
- --
BINGHAM ROBERTS NOW con-
tending for a seat in Congress, is said to
have been a Mormon missionary in
l'ennessee fifteen years ago, and to have
had some exciting experiences while
there.
REPRESENTATIVE ALLEN, OF
this distrlot, wants to secure an appro-
priation at this session of Congress for
the purpose of turning the channel of
the Ohio Blest, at Lewitport. Al that
t Ise. the rivet has stesdlly eneteallien
Viten ihe ism and Imo anneal oat
bask aim,
-- -
NORMAN'S INTINPRISR,
Messrs. Forbes lire., are pulling on
the finishing ;Ouches to the rix new cot-
tages of J. H. Eggleton, which they
contracted to build in the shortest time
possible.
The cottages are built on the moss im-
proved modern style, and are very con.
venient and attractive.
The city of Hopkinsville needs a few
more such enterprising bumineas men as
Mr. Eggieton to fill up the vacant lots
in the city. To look at the Western part
of Hopkinsville six years ago, known as
the Jesup addition, and look at it now,
with its pretty mansions and cottages,
one is pleased and surprised at the •ast
changes.
The City of Hopkinsville is attracting
the attention of enterprisiog business
men from every section of the dountry,
being the center of Kentucky's dark to-
bacco belt. The tobacco business is on
the boom, their are several large new
warehouses and factories being erected
to enable the dealers to handle the 1899
crop.
Fireworks and Soya in endless variety
at the "Nothing-over-10c" store.
dw&lt.
SEVENTH CIRCLE MEETING.
The seventh circle of Bethel Associa-
tion will meet with the Crofton church
/Words) and Sunday, December 40th
and elan 1809. The following subject'
will be discussed:
1. The Object of the Circle Meeting,
Rev. J. A. MoOord.
Exigesis of John, 9:5, Rev. 0. H.
Nash.
8. Missions Among the Colored P
ple, Dr. B. F. Eager.
4 Atonement, Where and When
Made, Rev. U. A. Ransom.
5. In What Sense Did Christ Taste
Death For All Men? Rev. J. H. Cole-
man.
le What Will Christ Do With Indolent
Church Members, Rev. P. A. Thomas.
The following churches compose the
circle: Hopkinsville, Concord, New
Barren Springs, Ebenezer, Pleasant Hill,
Macedonia, White Thorn Creek, Max
Grove, Crofton, Empire, Mt. Zoar, New
Pleasant Hill, Palestine, Sinking Fork,
West Mt. Zoar.
((Each church ix entitled to three dele-
gates who ere requested to bring writ-
ten reports. T, 0. Hanberry, V P.
2. F. Fuller, key.
•
ROMAN CHRISTMAii.
• Season ot e-ey—ara-d nurr7Twakilill
la the Eternal City.
Although the pictureeque *sews and
grand functions which formerly attraSted
visitors to Rome at this time of the year
are in a great measure things of the past.
perhaps in few other cities of the world
is it possible to pass a more delightful
Christmas than in /tome, for here, in the
venerable Caput Mundt, all the cosmopol-
hen usages and (Intone* elich follow in ;
the motley train of old Father Christmas
seem to concur in rendering it • season of
joy and merrymaking, while rhe peculiar
fascination of the hlernal (Ity sheds a
kind of glamour over the most varied eel
ebrations, and the beautiful religious cer-
emonies are unequaled for solemnity and
impressive grandeur.
Of all seasons this is in Rome the gay•
est within the circle of domestic life, but
the vigil, instead of the day itself, may
be wind to be the great occasion fur lane
ily reunions. Here, as everywhere else,
the most important part Of the profane
programme is of a purely gastronomical
nature, and the cenone-i. e., "bi-supper"
-takes the place of the Christmas dinuer
of the following day, as held in England.
The appearance of the shops is brilliant
and striking in the extreme at Ole time
of the year, the confectioners' window*
especially being full of things the sweet-
est and prettiest-sugar temples, sleeve..
cakes called pasgialli. made of almonds,
raisins mud flour (a redoubtable compose
lieu. compared to which an honest Brit-
ish plum pudding Is as light as a watere
longitudinal papers tilled with terrene
and all sorts of other delicacies.
One of the first Christman Over ever
introdueed Into Home WRO for the little
Printer of Naples, heir tn the Italian
theme. whose mimeo prettiest wee an
English lady, and since then the Teutone•
ellStorn tIns gredually become a la mode
In Itmue.-LontIon Mall.
SACRED THORN TREE.
----
-
Strange Story et Os• That Blossoms
only at Christmas.
Six miles northveest otthe quiet little
episcopal city of Wells rises a lofty peak,
called by the Celtic natives of west Brit-
ain a "tor." It is conspicuous for miles.
around. with the tower of an aneient
chapel on its top and with a neat little
country town aud the ruins of noble old
abbey.
Sufficient evidence remains to show
that the abbey Was of Lea proportions,
occupying in all 00 acres of ground. It
was founded by Saxon kings and further
endowed by the Normans and Plan-
tagenets. The grand chaticel and its tine
chapels were built in the tiuest style of
later Norman architecture, but now little
more than (-rumbling whIls and pillars
testify to the once great beauty of the
abbey.
The porch of St. Joseph's chapel, how-
ever, is in a fair state of preservation.
Outside there grows the famous Glaston•
bury thorn that blossoms hut for one day
in the year, and that Christmas day.
This tree has a strange history.
During his long journey from Palestine
St. Joseph of Arimathea visited the dis-
trict, he •nd his 12 companions having
been sent by St. l'hilip, the apostle, to
convert the then heathen nation of Brit-
ain and to cast out the Druid eupersti-
Hon.
St, Joseph and his followers found their
way to Glastonbury, then known as
"Yhiswytryn." They were all a-weary,
and, arriving on the summit of the hill,
Joseph, who was using a hawthorn stick
as a walking staff, stuck it into the
ground, and it burst into bloom. The
present Glastonbury thoru is an offshoot
by continued grafting etteSt. Joseph of
Arimatheies walking staff. - London
Mail.
A Siberian Superstition.
A strange superstitionewhich may owe
something of its origin to the associa-
tions bound tip with the Biblicel narra-
tive of the Nativity, obtains credence to
this day among the peasants of Siberia.
By them it is believed that a gift of
human speech and superhuman prophecy
descends upon the beasts of the stall and
byre during the mystic hour that heralds
the Christmas dawn and that if one is
bold enough to hide beneath the straw
on such OcCItslCODS he will hear his fate
for the coming year foretold by his do-
mestic animals. A betrayal of his pres-
ence, however, entails +certain destruc-
tion.-Pall Mall Gafrtte.
German Stalling Fee Roast Osage.
For German stuffing take one-half
pound of fresh bread crumbs, one-half
pound each of chopped apples, seeded
raisins and blanched almonds, the goose
liver parboiled and chopped, one table-
spoonful of powdered sage, the rind of a
lemon, two scant teaspoonfuls of salt and
a teaspoonful of chopped onion. Mix thor-
oughly and moisten with a teacupful of
melted butter. Stuff the-crop and body
lightly (if packed the dressing will be
soggy), anti the result will be a gas-
tronomic del WI tn-fitelected.
Christmas Fires.
When bright Christmas am are glowing
And the fields are whit* with @now
Down beside the fair Penobscot
W2rBohemia's gilded castlescomes heck the long ago.
Do I longing dee agido
To tbe bygone dreams de boyhood
kid the pine clad hills of Maine.
a
a- a
Br PI "TINA IA* Flumes/
yell see yes eh* lot is
lir as will14 evill4011 1
eel es tote' fiel
Pet/ WO Mellail Ole mantle,
Ohtisialsel"- soinet
Se we suiptimi all our stockings
n mate Cele el same.
Oh, the Joys sad tees se Christates
In that limas elf elites time
Sy the gnat log MSS a-slowins
I can bear the voices chime.
Tatheev, mother's. deter's. brother's,
Reunited neer agate;
Oh. the turkey, pies and puddings
Sleeved on Christmas up in Maine!
—New Orleans Times.Democrat.
Gish & ()armor's Wild Goose Lint
went cures rheumatism and neuralgia
T TOUCHES THE SPOT. At all di uggist
Ayer s
2oth
Century
Almanac
( Not the ordinary kind)
A handsome year-book illed
with beautiful illustrations, and a
complete calendar. It is sold on
all 'news-stands for 5 cents. and
it's worth iNe times that amount.
It is a reliable chronology of
the progress of the igth century
arid a prophecy of what may be
expected in the loth.
Hera sat a few of the great rasa who have
mine. fur le
Secretary Wilson, on Agriculture
Sen. Chauncey 11. Depew, on Politics
Russell on Finance
Thomas Mison, e Electricity
Gen. Merritt, " Land Warfare
Aden. Ifichbone Navel Warfare
"Al" Smith, 44 sports
You will enjoy reading it now,
and it will be a book of reference
for you through the years to
come. Suity-fot.r pages, printed
on ivory inch paper.
If your news-dealer cannot sup-
ply you with it, cut out this ad.
and send it with three one-cent
stamps and receive this elegant
book free. Address
). C. Ayer Co., Lowell. Mass.
en;
neettenseneeeneereer : r
I CHRISTMAS GREENS.
sliSTLETOE AND HOLLY ADD TO THC
JOY OF THE FESTIVAL.
Poe Decoratioa the Red Berried Bol-
1, l• More Bea•titui Thian the Pal-
er Mist le toe - Better A aid to
Wreatbmakiag.
•
CtrHoniR I Ts Mp r eAs di II.
without greesis.
ing, diguihed tree
of uthaletoe or
tuo.ottihkei tliwnya sipersat iy.
bietillutd.bevoifd ohfollitsy,
. 
\ c ii i e f feature.
'1,1..'f.‘1, teiist, iife,sweaentdshpeescitoi ale1-1
• , fi•stive items of
*11• 46 Nr. become momen-
t lie season have
tous uudertaelego (s Met, involve transac-
tions that in geographical area and ex-
tent reach from actress the seas to the
Maine woods. Mistletoe, which is so
prized by the romantic young people. who
value its significance far more than its
beauty, is at its best in England, though
a great deal of it conies from Virginia.
The EuglIbli mistletoe has a flat, very
green leaf, with large single berries, oval
in shape and peculiarly waxen in ap-
pearance, while the American branch of
the fetidly boasts smaller leaves and
th.1 rice cluster. of three. It is peek•
en gathered In Europe, In eight
foot long open crate' and shipped across
the ocean, with as intirli care given to its
preservation as though it were far more
precious than It really Is, aare In the
opinion of the onnenticalle Inclined. The
monition mistletoe has been sesoclated
with many superititions from the most
am-lent times and has been highly ex-
tolled for Its tnedlcinal virtues. It Is,
however. excluded from the pharmaco-
poeias now. The origin of the modern
custom connected with mistletoe is not
very clear. Like many other customs, its
original signifiranee is only guessed at.
If known, perhaps the Innocent merri-
ment now associated with the plant
would be exchanged for a feeling of stern
disapproval, and the mistletoe would be
banished from our homes.
Mistletoe may be made to grow on the
apple and other trees by cutting a notch
in the bark on the under surface of a
branch and carefully inserting the seed
therein. Two precautions are specially
necessary. One is to place the seed in
such a position that the embryo shall be
directed toward the truuk of the tree.
and the other is to aroid crushing the
seed. The apple is the tree on which the
mistletoe grows most abundantly. The
orchards in Herefordehire. England. are
greatly infeeted with this parasite, which,
however, ham a value of its own, for it
appears that upward of a hundred tons
of mistletoe are annually forwarded to
London and other large tower; from that
county alone for Christens decorations.
The holly, with its bright berries and
glossy leaves, is one of the most decora-
tive greens used at the Christmas sea-
son and is adapted especially well to
wreath form. the color lasting longer and
the general shape being more satisfactory
than when made of the evergreen.
Strange as it may seem, hundreds of holly
wreaths are Rent out to the cemeteries,
their green and red brightness signifying
the loving remembrance for dear ones
passed away, yet somehow a little incon-
gruous even from a sentimental stand-
point. One is so apt to associate belly
with crackling wood fires, rollicking jolli-
ty, good eating and drinking and other
material enjoyment that in memoriam it
seems a trifle out of place, yet in the
poem of that name which Tennyson has
made immortal we read, "With trembling
fingers did we Weave the holly round the
Christmas hearth." So that the holly has
before its present vogue is cemeteries
been associated with the memory of those
no longer with us.
Botanically speaking, tbe lolly is a ge-
nus of trees end shrub(' of thie natural or-
der Aqui foliaceae, chiefly natives of
temperate climates, with evergreen,
leathery. shining. and generally epinous
leaves. The common holly, the only Eu-
ropean species and a native of some parts
of Asia, also is I well known ornament
of woods, parks and shrubberies in Great
Britain, the stiffness of its habit being so
compensated by the abundance of its
branchlets and leaves as to make it one
of the mom beautiful evergreens. It is
found as a native plant in Scotland, al-
though Britain is nearly its northern lim-
it. It attains greater size and displays
greater luxuriance in the northern than
in the southern parts of itls geographic
range, often appearing in the former as •
tree of considerable size, to 50 feet
high, while in the letter it is generally a
mere bash.
In table decorations holly at the Christ-
mas season is used most effectively. It
is on the authority of a leading florist
that we state that the correct arrange-
ment of a Christmas dinner table, so far
as its evergreen appointments are con-
cerned. is a large wreath of holly in the
center, surrounding a dainty vase con-
taining mistletoe. Over this and sus-
pended [rem the gas fixtures is another
spray of mistletoe, tied by brilliant scar-
let riblion to match the berries of the
holly on the table beneath. Near the ends
of the table are banked masses of holly,
in the center of which are wired upright
loops of scarlet satin ribbon. their trail-
ing ends straying over illse green leaves
on to the white-cloth. Tiny boutonnieres
of holy or mistletoe are placed at the
men's placee. larger clusters. more on the
order of corsage bouquets, being supplied
for the fair members of the company. So
great has become the demand for holly
wreaths that orders are given to the floe
lets week. before Chi home's and it is not
lumen& t• send t dozen wreaths to one
homes all the wind.% s being decked in
his •ipropos get b. any left overs doing du-
ty siespeioted wherever their green and
red eheet-iioe's ran be utilifterl to artistic
and plenidng 'Armitage. II seems et-
tratneent when nnr. tnn.1111.1-e hoe
goon the beitottr hilt% eel floe good cheer
ilist *peaky from thr Maki giseo sad
red lh leslisititi Hi
hetel of ilir paitimitittlits theft tellie
plailtellte NV SIMI IMF 141111 11in Hitetelett
illittitt Wilifill
Witt TIMM*
ItlitSoth
I i,, rem,. oyster Keep.
Turial Matted ith Clicenult
Wee' Petition. risked. Rice Cr:poetic....
omilillawer. ['infante:Style.
Celery. Cranberry Jelly.
Lettuce witb Frcrieh fireesing.
Crackers. Cheese. Olives.
Mince Pie. Christmas tesnon Tarts.
Fruits. bin.. Rein*.
Coffee
--Chicago Tribes&
See the 10e store for fireworks.
(Melt
PROMISING YOUNG MAN DEAD.
From weonesdaj's
Edgar Johnson, a forua:o. pupil of
South Kentucky College, after an ill-
ness of two months of typhoid f,ver,
died yesterday, at the home of his fath-
er, Mr. B. F. Johnson, of White Plains,
•
Hopkins county.
Mr Johnson was a young man of
splendid traita of character, and floe
mental attainments, and tip to the time
of his illness, was teaching school near
his homer Interment will be at the
family burying ground today.
SHERIFF BARNES' BOND.
Sheriff J. J Barnes has executed his
three bonds as provided by law, with
the United States Fidelity and Guar-
anty Company, of Baltimore, as his
surety.
"Nothieff-overeee" dere is the place
to get your fireworks. d&wlt.
BURGLARY AT GRACEY.
From Thursday'lL'allY•
There was a dark burglary at
Cirecey last night, but-the risk that the
thieves took was not rewarded with
booty. A rear window of Mr. Bud
Cowherd's drug store was prized open
and entrance effected by this meanr.
Befcre closing the itiore last night Mr.
Cowherd had deposited $100, in his safe
belonging to himself and $250, beloug-
ing to Mr. Hammond. The burglars
evilently knew of this. The doors of
the safe were almost prized from their
hinges but the intruders did not snoceed
in reaching the contents of the :safe.
They either found it impossible to prise
the doors entirely open or became
frightened. They were evidently &m-
etering as the work was crude and
bungling.
THE YULE LOG
wee Its art.'s sate
artaetosT.
Io the Scandinavian fent
when they burned huge bonfires
of Thor, we discover the urigi
Yule log. The descendants or
Norsemen, who no doubt are re
for the custom in England,
preeerved half of the log with
be burned at next Yuletide. a
have the old English prover
poetical form, by Herrick:
Part must be kept wherewith to
The Christmas log next par.
And wbere 'Us rattly kept the
Can do so maichief here.
The Druidical con.tribution to
ern Christmas celebration origi
the annual feast given in how)
Druid god Tutanus, who corres
forest was sii
the Phoenician sun god Baal.
eTuheee nbuy m tbheerwt har e en ci e
mite among all trees and plantgof the
()posed to be the taretuv-
In the choice and selection of the Yule
jail-Levi;
cause the leaves and berries of lit l'ef-
wntaspeohepilel,
asite grew in clusters of three. tile.
addition to the glory of being Totautis
favorite, made the plant sacred, sad "-
in its honor.
nually there was a great festival riVen
log the ash tree plays • very implIffelu
part. In Scandinavian mythology if le
(.klin*s tree and was most noble, ler ite
wood made the spear and the jgrelin.
the oar and the mast. In their lan-
guage ash means man, sod the brad
were sons of Odin, formed the first men
runs that when the sous of Bor, who
gad woman they were made out of s
Asks. And at the wettest day In Dawn'
piece of aele This man was nateed
shire, as a relic ot this pagan mverelble
ler this tree, we find the Christmas WO
made of ash sticks, bound tigtely to-
gather by green with.. or hands of fel"
lard oak. As each with' bursts a quart
of cider is passed around, and beadle
are drunk, amld great glee and rejoieled•
The gypsies, too, and the wild hill Flo'
ple of Bavaria and Bohenda reveresee
the ash, although their legends attacked
to It are Christian in their origin.-Sole
ton Herald. . •
CHRISTMAS DAY.
Juni,
honor
f the
e old
usible
crony ,
icti to 1
SO WS
but In
most
ted is
of the
ds to
fa-
How the Date Dee. SS Cam• t• Be -
tablished. •.
There is some disagreementI as to
origin of Christmas day. The legend ine1
that in the earliest period of the ( hi-
lls') church some coMmunities of I 'e-
llen' celebrated the feetival of Chris as
on Jan. 1, others observing it on th 'th
of that mouth. In some of the eastern
churches it was kept shout the thee of
the Jewish Passover, near the ead of
March. There is also some evideete sof
its having been observed on Sept. 29. be.
tng the Feast of Tabernacles. la _4:*
year A. D. 325, when the Emperor en-n -
atal:eine legally established Christianity
in the Roman empire, Christmas was ob
served at the berinning of the new year.
while in the eastern church it was cele-
brated on Jan. 6. Pope Julius eventually
effected a compromise, and the 2.Ite daY
of December was established. These his-
torical statements have been called in
question by Rome, but John Chryeceptutu,
the eloquent preacher at 'Constantinople.
in the fourth century confirms them.
It is a curious cirmimatance thnt soMe
difficulty has been found in accept:at the
date of Dec. 25 as the probable day on
which Christ waa born. because, the close
of December being mitt:illy the height of
the rainy season in Judaea. it is said that
neither flocks nor shepherds could have
been at night in the fields of Bethlehem.
The strange objection is considered of
such importance that it is incorporated in
almost every encyclopedia and dictionary
which treats of Christmas. It is one of
the curiosities of literature. The present
writer has been in those parte at this
season of the year and has found ao dif
ficulty in "keeping watch by night" in the
open fields of Palestine. What is possi-
ble for a western traveler. (indeed to ler
ing in the open air, in the nineteenth cen-
tury, must have been far easier for a
band of eastern shepherds at the begin-
ning of the Christian era.
Spirit sot Christmas.
About Christmas there is an ineffable
strangeness and mysticism. It seems pos-
seined ot a spirit as well as a bode
This spirit seems redolent in the sir, in
the strains of Christmas music, on tbe
evergreen and mistletoe and on the very
pealing of the bells which flood th
world with melody seemingly garnered
through all the 12 months since that sa-
cred night when heaven kissed the eartl
and Christ our Lord was boru and the
angel choirs chanted, "Glory te God in
the highest, and on earth peace to me;
of good will!" Fpr nearly T,D00 years
this hymn has coetinued to ring down
the changing grooves of time and still
re-echoes o'er the weary werld at Christ
mas dawn.-Elmira Telegram.
Caulillower roe Christmas.
Boil a good sized caulifitoter until ten-
der, chop it coarsely and press It hard in
a bowl or mold so that it will keep its
form when turned out. Put the sh .pe
thus made upon a dish that will stand
the heat and pour over it a tomato
sauce. Make this by cooking together a
tablespoonful of butter and flour in a
saucepan and pouring upon them a pint
of strained tomato juice In which half
an onion has beep stewed. Stir until
smooth and thicken still more by the ad-
dition of three or four tablespoonfuls of
cracker dust. Salt to taste, turn the
sauce over tbe molded cauliflower, set it
in the oven for about ten minutes and
serve in the dish in which it La cooked.
Christmas Game.
You are to write a capital D on a
sheet of paper while standing at a table.
At the same time you must try to make
your right foot swing In the opposite
direction from that which the pencil is
follewing on the paper. It sounds easy.
Try It in every way you can think of.
First get your foot going toward the lett
th an easy swine and then start tout lot.
ter and goo what will happen. Then tfp,
beginnins the letter Neat and ettlill la
tortoretly *111 the pen*, eitele the
opposite aittietleh, It rHo eLet litteh at
Ike neitilt, psi wIll ppettattly he
=See 1411114mo VW,
seleettse the .11141991
choositig lurks, the ase al tite
biro Is the principal titian to be attend-
ed to A young gobbler is best. lie may
be distinguished front a hen turkey by
his comb. The age may be ascertained
by the lower part of the breastbone. If
soft and plinble. the turkey is young. If
stir, it is old sad not good for roasting.
It can only be need for boiling and brais-
ing. Tnrkeys weighing from eight te
:en wends each are thought best.
NERVOUS DISWES
Treated Free!
The Celebrated Physician and Specialist.
Franklin 1111“, IL 9 , LL. of Chi-
cafe. will Saadi? 50 Werth of Hit
New Treabasal Free le Easb
of Our Mfi.cteil Readers.
Our afflicted readers will oertainly
never have a better chance to try a new
and highly reoommended Treatment for
Headache, Dizziness, Dullness, Neural-
gia, Backache, Weak Stomach, Weak
Heart, Nervousness, Sleeplessness, Pros-
tration, Numbnese, Cramps, eto.
Dr. Miles' Special Treatment is the
latest result of twenty-five years of la-
borious investigation and extensive
experience, and his New Treatment is
eminently scientific, and three times as
successful as the multi methois.
Many hundreds of prominent people
have testified to the almoet mese/alone
results of this new treatment. The
Doctor has for years been well and fav-
orably knowu as a leading specialist in
these diseases, and he offer should cer•
tainly be actoepttd by our afilicted read-
ers.
Mr. C. W. Buck, a prominent banker of
Farlbault, Minn., was cur-cl after six promi-
nent physiclens of chimes) and elsewhere
had failed. Mr. J. 8. Zent of Indianapolis,
!State RepreSentative of the New York Life
Insurance Co., was cured after failure of
many physicians. Rev. (2. H. Young, of
Chicago, woe cured of constant headache,
sleeplessness and nervous prostration after
several specialist* failed.
Dr. Miles has bad twenty-four years
experience, and is well and favorably
known throughout the county. He has
an able and extensive corps of assistant.
and investigators in his laboratories. He
has patients in every State, Territory,
Canada and Mexico, He cordially in-
vites the afflicted to write to him.
You may never have another "such an
opportunity. Do not fail to write for
$2 60 worth of free treatment. Address
Da FRANKLIN Mims, corner Adams
and State streets, Chicago. 20,3t
DIVIDEND NO 27.
At the meeting of the Board of Direc-
tors of the Crescent Milling Ino a div-
idend of three per oent. was declare
out of the net earnings for the six
months ending Nov. SOth , and payable
Ja.n 1st. F. K. YOST, See and 
Tyne&
did darvii
South Main Street
11EUMA IC
Sufferers are often crutch-bound for years, k so by d
osing
potash and other =newel mixtures prescribed by phy
sicians,
which or.:y add fnel to the flames. The digestive organ
s are
ruined, and the patient is kept in a semi-helpless condition. A -
continuance of this dreadful disease. not nnfreonently involves
the vital organs, especially the heart, in which case it 
some-
times produces sudden death. Rheumatism is liable to 
attack
n11 classes in one of its many varieties; no ono is exem
pt from
its ravages. It i7; not a local trouble, and people &diet
ed make
a fearful mistake by using sites': al applications,
 such as lini-
ments, salves, electricity, etc., anyertisel to cLre. The disease
is due entirely to an acid poison in the blood, and the o
nly -
Lve end p rmanent curs known for Vine torturing 
is
time re-establishing the activity and healthfulness of ever"
Bechilarenntle-thaetir samsndi
organ of the body, simultaneously driving the poison from
I:itttie.185.allSwiimftengriStPecies 
Inch m) uleghih ctlit, equip rcokpleyr
the blood and the system.
Mr. L. ir. Johnson . prominent lumber maneacturer of Mart-
Wider. Pierce Co Gs.. writes that his wife was attacked with a
asy.eve ease of what the doetors termed neural Fie 44; tt.marnini. and
was giVeli no hope for her reerwerry. He eel:aeries. esery means 
0,
ogre her. consulted all the physician. within reach without leing
able to give Per relief She continte.ri iniffer alai 11 eevere
pale, running from under the left elioult-ler aror.n.1 and near
 her
heart. for •lutost tw• years. lifter a sh...1 treatment with 11.11.11.
she was permanently cured. This was norteea years ago.
S. S. S. CURES RHEUMATISM.
Ind., writes: -1 vas afflicted with rhooilatheas fodre7:1114ea
Mr.1.0. Walley, tt isa west Fifteenth Street. In
months and tried ti.e etill of noway goud openers, none of wham
gave me the aLgh.est re I/4. For one yezir 1 WM absolutely
helplese. ing ti -rib, to r'rese or f••01 myself. I had la all NW.
two local preemption+ Lied and refined. that friends remote
0 around ell eratehes. SOWIII•4111 recommended II. S. 11., and when
mended, awl which did De geed whatever. While habitue
two bottles were used I was stile to dispense with one erute
and mentioning the troataiciat WM sone able to set arouse
unsuppurted, ...I not Ineg afterwards resumed my workentioest
interrepWeri More. Th %ad live ye ars ego "
There are t o many cues of this disabling disease and
we have so raany requests for information cones
its natnre, CUTS, etf.,, that we harejost weeds nooraktet
which will prove of interest to every sufferer. We wish
to give this special treatise as wide a circalation as
possible, and will mail a copy to any address, and invite O
a correspond-
inie• of the afflicted. Address THE SWIFT 137301710 Atlaata. Os.
Remankr Pik Place
When in ri( ed of
anything in the Dry Goi ds line You
will do well to see my large and well as
sorted stock, and you can always de-
pend on gettit.g the Lest at the lowest
prices. The largest line of Carpets,
Rugs, liattint.:s, Linoleums and Oil
Cloths in the city to select from. The
stars did not fall,.but the prices on all
my Jackets,'Capes end Collarettes have.
Now is the 011ie to buy. I have a lot
of Jackets and Capes carried from- lait
season The prices will be cut half and
some 'f'S.9 than half. An invitation to
all. Be sure you call. Respectfully,
T. 11 Jones. V.
Hopkinsville, Ky. wilt'
WARMAMMWIRWAAMMA
1
NttntitittrrtilItitttIMMMIK
Only
Store a
ain Ifopkinsville
Mlowing
Ova Twaty
Different Shades
of \kiwis
FOR SHIRT WAISTS.
1 heir
It Isn't that our store is
the only store Where you
min pi Dry Ooodo. anti We
tioti't sok you to ittiellitio
thou wo lisvo tlio only toolli.
ties for servittg you, The
reality is in the test—in tha
comparison of quality and
price—of neatness and style.
Very applicable to these
velvets. Newest and best
styles...,)r waists.
real worth is Si 00.
Our Price is 85c.
We ask your inspection
Gant & Slayden,
MAIN STREET. a.
Hopkinsville, - - -
4.10.9/o/Oc (4/, ,oc,;
Penmai:ship,
Shorrhang-.
Tjtsguirilinf
7elefraakx
fend Kyr
Id 4- 4 # 5 7/1 CP/ Oft j
.4au
•
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a
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•
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Pi
Infir-Seven expense oed teaohr .•. each one a specialist In his line. Graduates et
this Bosom are preferred by business houses. There are other *thecae
than ours, tint non. tha t oan offer our facilities.
SEND NO MONEY 2110„.:',.„Iti 1,,Ton.;•471rad
api.:LI.A...1fr.i4ltril.,:.0,:.1:„..b.rff.,A11...7,1 ..11i:11.,, tlinTly.h.:7:17.,.....104.41:::Alt.dia:pormkull!hili.l.d...,:::0141:::.dfCripich:Aisi.eit•aZertt.a.till 14 es
Via /1" "I Spec a e Price 5 
is sin e RI1441, oir, and Tali liilLasoffTWIT ItAltliisr5.toto
year regret area our
average/5 eau tor each MA "I'm ITT IT Tegoi mem mu la
year uga bone, and es wiii retu your III:a le may day you are oot
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Items of Interest Gather-
ed By Reporters
At The News
Centers.
NARRY TINS AFTERNOON.
us Thursday,. daily.
Mr. Joseph Werthim an 1 Mts.' S elle
Leveler's., a couple resid eg in the
Sinkine Fork vicinity, will he joined in
marriage this afternoon et the home of
the bride, 'Squire Fuller officiating.
DR. A. F STANLEY.
According to a Frankfort diepa•teh
the Louisville Timer, Dr. A. F. S:anlev.
assistant superintendent of the V: tot •
WO Kentucky Asy'urn fee red I .itsyle,
Is a candidate to sereceeti Dr E,y, Dem
oral, IN saperintendeut of the i•ete In-
stitute for Feeb'e Minded O. tier u D:.
Stanley was an originel reylor man
and has strong political oe 'kit Other
candidates for Vie place are Dr. J. P.
Gienore. of Lionville. aid S de -
art, or Richmond.
LOUISVILLE WELL REPRBEIre D.
Rv WF Lloyd, easter of th- Fere
- sad Walnut street. M E oh ureh, left
Itoday for Fir.pkilssille to attend the
annual meeting of the Lou-
isville Conference of tbe Epworth
League, where he will make an address
tomorrow night. At last night's meet-
ing It • Johe W Lisette of leenisviile,
delivered an address on -Jsb." V. H.
Prather and Bishop Morrison, both of
thit city, speak today. One hundred
delegete. are in attendance.-Louisville
Tunes.
Reliable whiskies at the reliable Roy-
al liquor Go.
SUCCESSFUL IN El, ER Y RESPECT.
Last Meeting of Louisville Coageresce
Epworth League Toaight.
From Thursday's daily.
The final sees ian of the Louisville
Oonferenos Epworth League will be
held as the Methodist church tonight.
The meseisg has been a success in ev-
ery respect. Last evening Bishop H. 0
Morrison, of Louisville, occupied the
pulpit, and delivered an address to a
large and interested congregation.
Those on the program tor addresses this
morning were: P. H. Davis, Corydon;
0. R Crown, Ruesellville; Frank Kat-
tyjohn, Owensboro; 0. Y. South, Elk-
ton; J. A. Lewis, Adairrille; P. L.
King, Vine Grove; F. M. Thomas, Hen.
derson ; Geo. C. Poshest, Louisville;
T. 0. Ragsdale, Clarksville. Mr.
Thomas, who was Chaplain of the Third
Kentucky regiment while the soldiers
were in Cabs, spoke on "Oar Needs in
Cuba"
Rev. R. H. Hays will preside over the
useetiug this afternoon. The following
program has been arranged:
II:00 Devotions, IN. A. Easley, Sabres
City.
3:15 Good Cie zenship :-
(•) Mormonism a Peril, B. F. Orr,
Morganflekl.
(b) Our Sabbath Imperiled, J. T.
Cherry, Trenton
(c) The Open Saloon, J. L. Kilgore,
Columbia.
(ii) Intelligent Citizenship, J. H.
Harrison, A M EAton.
(e) Our Educational Movement, 0.
B Overton, Louisville.
This !Vatting there will be a song ger-
tooled by Rev 0 W Lion. The di-
ve tonal exercises will be conducted by
R W 'V neat, of Harlington An ad-
dress on "The Consecrated Life." by
By. Dr W F Lloyd, of Louisville,
will follow The exercises will close
with a consecration servioe led by Mr.
Thomas E. rsarbnar.
ACROSS THE TRAIL.
Tha Van Dyke and Boon Oornpany
preeenseri a thrillimr borier dram, en-
titled -Across the Trail" to a large and
well pleased audience al the opera
house last night The specialties were
reeeived wish much splits nee, especially
the dance by Miss Odle Eaton, which
concluded the performance. To-sight
"A Tallow Candle" will be the bill.
This is a light force comedy after the
Hoyt style, abounding in clever dia-
logue and indierons situations
- - 
—
Frankel's Special Holi-
day offerings. Cloaks 1 4
off; Furs I 4 off, Clothing
1-4 off.
COLD STRIL OR DEATH.
"There is bco on.. small chance sonars
your life and that is thrrugh an opera
lion," was the awful prospect set before
Mrs I B. Hoot, of Lime Ridge, Wis,
by her doctor after vainly trying to core
bar of a frightful case of stomach trou-
ble and yellow jiondice He didn't
count on tee marvisione power of Elec-
tric Bitters to Cure Stomach and Liver
trouble., but she heard of it, took seven
bemire warn wholly cored, avoided sur-
geon's knife, now weighs more and feels
boater than ever ,It's positively guaran-
teed to cure Stomact, lever and Kidney
troubles and never disappoints. Price
50c at L L X , 0. K. Wyly, R. 0
Hardwick, J. 0 Clooll sad Anderson Is
Pewter's ding.
•
..•••••••••
FWAL
1B Acing Powder
• Made from purs
% 
-•Arr. ! :arta,.
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I cfcguards the food
agzar.t.akrn.
kiegn Lidak.r noseisers are be eeretrs, I
nunacersI.erese.e. re! ILL I %Asa. ye
CRISP
Stories of Flopkinsville
Happenings.
BRITISH E RS
EJOIC1 N
OverWild Eyed Ru
01 Victory.
EIGHT HUNDRE
Killed,Wounded and
ing is iletheun's Re
TRANSVAAL MATT
lemmata os ro irsw
LONDON, Eng., Dee, 14 -A liable-
NOTES ABOUT PEOPLE, gram from South Africa was 10 aivad
here this morning saying it weiliport•
ed the& Geu. Boller entered milk'
yesterday.,
The dispatch says that the 001-
unie captured ten thousand Boa, in a
br,Ilistit adv ince
The repert la lint te•edlied er the War
Ofliee, but it has caused g. u-re r.l'le-
log amine the E p,op!e.
;
The War Office publishes a titement
todity that eight hundred Brill8ft sol-
diers are killed, wounded and fia.tng
as a result of the detest of Es-
teems on Modder river, Mond
lu &loonies near L adysmith tanday
night. the British lost 12 aid. 44
weunded and six captured.
Mfekiutis ea re le le I r it ilf12.21nd is
steadily bomb 1, d.
Briers cut oft retre it of *sleeking
British 'leaf Ledismeis and Shoff bad to
cot their wsy b,i'i lit ppm; of IsPonst•
---
Gen. Gatacre rep, r t s 66.5 POMMY' cap-
tured at Sesrutherg. Presides. Steyn
says he his only 43S pa isouers. -Ibis In-
ferred the list of kil1l areeeentalir the
eisorepeney.
Methuen says the Bier forge was
about 13.1.00.
- —
Railroad bridge at dolma, is merely
destroyed.
It is urged that a Seventh Army D.•
vision be mobelised and sent to South
Africa.
Dr. Ley d'e friends thy the United
States will send a military attacks to
accompany Boer troops.
Col. Duncan Hood, graduate of West
Point and sou cf Gen. Hood, of the
Oontederate army, has been oommiselea-
ed in the Boer army.
You Can find Frankel&
back at the old stand,
corner Eighth and nein
$t recta
WILL CONTEST.
FRANKFORT, Hy., Dec. 14.-The
Democratic State Oommitte this after-
noon unanimously decided that the en-
tire Democratic ticket should conteit the
election of the Republican ticket.
Buy your X Mao wines and whiskies
from the Royal Liquor 0o., 301-301 P.
Main street. Jugs free.
Larger, brighter, better
than ever, Frankel's re-
modeled store at the old
stand.
NoTes AaouT peoPte
Prom Thursdays daily.
J. T. Ragsdale, of Evansville, is at
the Latham.
L. 0. Nam, of Memphis, is stopping
at the Latham.
II. R. Harwell, of Nanusille, is stop-
ping at the Latham.
J. H. Wade, of Pembroke, is register-
ed at the Phoenix hotel.
H. J. Luck and wife, of Clarksville,
are guests as Hotel Latham.
C. H. fichtimetti, of Evousville, is
registered at the Phoenix hotel today.
W. H. Coppard and 0. M. Bryant, of
Louisville, are seepplas at the Phoenix.
Drs. A. S. and S. G. MuClersaiak, tor
Bowling Green, are guests at the Ls-
them.
W 0. May, B J. Thomas, W. 8.
Robert., of Cincinnati. are at the La-
tham.
O. O. Murray, Oh.. Eiger, I. B
Raton of Si. Louis are guests at the
Latham.
Frank Stone, of Latayett e, and Dr
Win. Rayne', of Howell, are guano at
She Phoenix.
Mr. 0. 0. Prowse roamed this mora-
lise frotaZrenkfert where he &needed.
the inangarasion of Gov Tay tot.
P W. Middleton, Joseph Pariah, L.
J Patton and J. J. Bricks, of Louis-
ville. are among the guests at the La-
tham.
Royal Liquor Oo is headquarters for
high grade whisk*, etc. Jugs free.
• TEXAS :WONDER.
Eilill'spreat:Uumoves7.
One sina'',:itemale,of Hall's Grose Dis-
covery cures all kidney and bls, ides
troubles, removes gravel, cures dist,. ASS,
punnet emission, weak and lame b sok,
rneantastem and oil irregularities of the
kidneys and bladder in both men and
women. Regales.. bladder troubl e in
ttildren. If as t void by your drre Wet,
well be sent by tn. • on receipt ot $1.
One small WWI • month's
men; anti oil -'ire any ease shove
mentioned E. W. RA IL,
Rekt manufacture,. St. Louis, Mo.,
orinerly Waco, Tema .
oy T ennistead,
Hopinnirrilie, Ky.
READ THIS.
Jackson, Miss., Jan. 17, 1819-
I have for years been a s offerer from
kidney aid bladder troubles; I have 
of MyJobo W Wi Oeson, of near 'rg. Frankel's s ecial Hno.
tried all remedies that I could end. and !gold, Rev J. P 
Weaver, of this city of- day offerings: Cloaks 1-4
had almost given up all hope of ever detain:lg. The contracting 
parties are off. Furs 1-4 off. Clything
getting relief. until I tried Hal" Great members of two of the in ist prominent 
1_4 off.
Discovery. I am now using It and feel families in this and Christian counties'',
like • new man. Its effect in wonder-
ful. 0. W. WILLIAMS,
AA111 Chief Polies.
Used in Millions of Homes!
These articles mailed FREE in
exchange for lion heads cut from
front of i lb. LION COFFEE pkgs.
A eery ens umbrella, made of union silk-talkie
26-inch frame with seven ribs: steel rod and silver
Congo handle. Would eart $2.00 at the store.
flailed free kw 15
Ilea kerb sad a 2-
mat stomp. Three
than 
in the set (larger
shown). com-
posed of fine rolled-
gold, with handsome
ruby-colored set-
tings. Suitable for
waist-pins, cuff-pins.
Meek-pins or as •
child's set.
Sash-Belt and Buckle.
,11!h itl' tall Ill II I ;
Ideutio• your
waist-measure
whoa seeding.
Manse tree OW IS Mee beads eat trees
I.Jen Cense wrappers awl • 2-cent stamp.
Latest style of imported black Swiss /roe
grain ribbon belting; stylish imitation
Oxidized silver tackle, neat, strong and
fashionable.
Silver Napkin-Ring,
Fer 15 Hos beads sat.
2-ceat stamp. Neat and
substantial. Made of dur-
able metal, heavily silver-
plated.Two different
patterns.
Coin-Purse,
Fir IS See bade and
a 2-ceet stamp. Color,
dark brown. Made of
fine kid leather: cham-
ois lining: nickeled
frame, with strong snap.
lessening.
Best Coffee for tile Money!
Try LION COFFEE and you will never use
any other. It is absolutely pure
Coffee and nothing but Coffee.
Mem rings are genuine 
a
rolled-gold having the erect
os and qualities of solid , and guarauteed by 
tErrts7,:ers to last two years with ordinary usage. New
patterns and very popular.
.1.1111111.11.11.1
STRENGTH, PURITY AND FLAVOR
',Knickerbocker" Watch.
Given for 175 lien
heeds and • 2-cent
stamp. Neat appear-
ing and an excellent
time • keeper. Solid
nickel-sliver case, with
ornamental back.
Nickel movements.
escapement fullyjeweled. The famous
'Knickerbocker"
watch.
Ladies' Watch Chain.
A double strand of best silk cord, united
at intervals with colored beads . Deft and
substantial. Far is lion bonds and •
2.csat stamp.
Gent's
Watch.
Matted free for 90
lion heeds and •
2.-cent stamp. The
celebrated - Inger-
moll '' watch , stem-
wound and stem-
set: durable nickel-
plated case : each
watch accompan-
ied by guarantee
of the maker. A re-
liable time-keeper.
Ladies' Pocket-Book.
Large size and
latest shape. Black
seal -graiti leather,
with five separate
diviskwicincluding
a tuck-pocket wall
flap to hold visiting
cards secure
(Nivea for 25 lion
hauls from Lion
C • f e • wrappers
and • 2c. stamp.
Table Cover.
Durable,
dark-
colored
material
that will
stand
washing
ituhes
mivare.
including fancy fringed border Malted
free kw 25 Una beads sad • 2c. stamp.
To Datermize the Size.
Cut a strip of thick paper so that the end( will
exactly meet when drawn Wady around second
Joint of the finger. Lay one end on this diagram
at the 0, and order the number the other end
indicates.
Pair of Lace Handkerchiefs.
Two extra fine
cambric hand-
kerchiefs, with
beautiful Im-
ported lace me-
dallion inset*.
tions in the cor-
ners. Half-inch
hem, machine
hemstitchedl
stylish and dur-
able. A pair ef
this. handker.
chiefs gluon for IS lion beads cut from
Uon Coffee wrappers and • 2c. stamp.
Children's Picture Book.
Given for 10 lion
heads nod • 2-cent
stamp. Sixteen
lar„e pages of Mo-
ther Goose Melodies
illustrated and with
nicely lithographed
cover. We have
different books, so
you can get an as-
sortment.
Century Cook-Book.
8813 pages of valu-
able cooking re-
ceipts, also treatise
on the labor of the
kitchen, dining-
room,laundry, sick-
room, and remedies
for the more com-
mon diseases.
Given for 15 lion
hats end • 2-oeat
stamp.
Boys' Pocket-Knife.
The '• Easy-
Opener "
strong,
blade;
red-wood
handle
Far 12 gos beside and • 2c. stamp.
THE ABOVE ARE ONLY A FEW Of THE UON COFFEE PREMIUMS. Another ust will
Shortly appear la this paper t Duct miss Ill The grandest list of premiums ever offered
Vim always knew UON COFFEE by tise wrapper. It is • sealed pack-
age, with tbe gee's bead In front. It Is alieolutely pure If Use peckers
fe ashreinia. UON COFFEE Is resisted the day It leaves the factory.
444141404144
PETTY TillEVIPIO
Ls Oa the Increase as the holidays Ap-
proach.
From Thursday's daily..
Merchants should be on their guard
inat the petty thieving which seems
have been systematically inaugurat-
ed in this oily. The promiscuous dig-
lay of wares in front of the stores is
most tempting and the occurrence of
efts is becoming more frequent as the
bo1idays approach. Complaints of
thicken thieves have become so fee-
guent as to excite but little notice. It is
an every night occurrence. But the
thieves are expansionists and are
branching eta.
About 6 o'clock last evening a show
ease in front of the Racket store, at the
corner of Tenth and Main streets was
robbed. Tom Torian, an employe of
the establishment, observed a colored
man in front of the store examining the
contents of the show case. When he
turned his back the man suddenly open
tad the show case and seised an armful
of underwear, gloves and shirts. Mr.
Torten saw him as he turned into Tenth
street and gave chase. At Virginia and
Tenth streets the thief dropped the
packages which were recovered by Mr.
Torian and the pursuit abandoned.
W. R. Brumfield did not escape the
epidemic of petty thieving. Two dress-
ed fowls which were hanging in front
of his store were stolen by unknown
parties and a bucket of fresh oysters
were also missing.
A large sack of fl itir was stolen from
She delivery wagon of grocer A. M.
Wallis last night.
M. (Nihon was another victim of
what seems to be an orgenized gang of
thieves. A small show case containing
neckwear and uotions was stolen from
a position in front of his store, Sixth
and Main streets The thieves becom-
ing alarmed dropped the glass case or,
North Main street breaking it into a
thousand fragments
A Bil0 ki I OF Tftlit&OR.
"Awful anxiety ass felt for rite wid
ow of the brave General Burnham of
Machias, Me., when the doctors said the
ciesald not live till morning," writes
Mrs. S. H. Lincoln who attended her
that fearful night "All thought she
MUSA 110011 die from pneumonia, but she
begged for Dr. King's New Disco-very,
saying thee it bad more than Once say-
ad her life, end had eared her of Con
aumption. After three small doses she
slept easily at night, and its further use
completely cured her" This marvelous
medicine is guaranteed to care all
Throat, Chest and Lung diseases. Only
50c and $1 00. Trial bottle free at L L.
Elgin* 0 K. Wyly's,R 0 Hardwidel,
J. 0. Cook's and Anderson & Fowler's
drug stores.
MARRY TODAY.
Art Picture, Easter
Greeting"
Given for
lion heads cut
from Uon Col.
Ise wrappers
and • 2-cent
stamp.
A highly
artistic jActure,
that will grace
the finest draw-
lug-room. The
background of
royal dark-blue
furnishes a n
appropriate
contrast to the
little girl and
her white East-
er lilies. Size,
I4225 inches.
For 10 lion heads
and I cents a.
will tend it tinned ready for hanging.
Flower Picture.
For 8 ilea heads and • 2c. stamp.
American Beauty tie- an.! .f
the-Valley. Size, II: 24 in,
and artistic coloring.
IThe green gram and trees, the littl
brown kitten and the girl e snow-white
dress form a pleasing combination of col-
ors. Size, 15x 21 inches. flailed free for
8 Use bends and • 2-cent stamp.
'When Cedar/ Ogir 99011911MM send your letter in the same envelope or
package with UM Om hssds. H more than IS lion heads are sent, you can
save postage by binmeming dawn the margin. Ask your grocer for large
illustrated pessums list. Address all letters to the
WOOLSON SPICE 00., Toledo, Ohio.
If You Want TOYS Go To Headquarters,
THE RACKET.
Bring TEks.thildren To See The Display! China Tea Sets for 4c, 5c, 7e, 00,12o
15e, 20c Up. White Metal Tea Sets, (can't break them) 49e set.
TIN TOYS.
Tin Kitchen Sets, be, 10e. 115c set.
Tin Stove., 5', 10e, 26c.
Tin Trains, Wagons, Animal., etc.
See our Roaming Horses.
Tin Rattle. lc each.
Visit Our Book Depart-
ment.
DRUMS.
ioc, 23C 26C, 35C, 45C, 70c
and si,00.
Read
the List and Make Some One Happy
"Xmas Day,"
Every person has some one dear to them
that they would like to make happy if
only for one day.
WOOD TOYS.
Wood Chair for Dolls. 10-! to 251
Wood Tables 10e, lec, 25a 85c.
Wood Beds for Dolls,
Wood Swings for Dolls 25c
Wood Hammocks for Dolls 25n 60 75c.
Wood Trunks fur Dolls. 491 up
Large Assortment of Other Wodd
• Toys
- A. B. C.
Blocks, 7c Up.
Stone Blocks, 26C to 64c
DOLLS. DOI,Ls. DOLLh. DOLL.
The largest stock ever displayed in thr city. Prices range from 1-2c each to $6.00 each
Over one hundred kind to select from.
DOLLS POLLS
7 inch doll    8c
10 inch dell   be
12 inch doll,,,.,   7c
15 matt doll   ,10c
26 inch doll   80c
33 inch doll ..
See display, second floor.
IRON TOYS
Iron toy stoves.
Iron train., 10c. 23e 45c.
Iron toys, swotted, lc each.
Iron wagon, 10c up
Sad iron, 51, 19c, 25o
Inn Bask, 5o, 10c, 25o up
Iron fire engine, 50o up
Iron bed, 25c.
Steam engine, 59c
And many other iron toys
GAMES
51 games
10o games
Sn games
150 games
2ie and up.
TOY P AINTS, 1,- up.
MIRROlts, lc to $1 1.0
BIBLEi and TESIIMENTS, get Our
prices
Christmas tree candle and hollers,
Christmas tree ornaments
Scrap a:hum .6.- tip
Autograph album ..... 
. 
lic up
Photo album ..... 590 up
Writing desk . 25c up
See our line Toilet Cities, Work Boxes, Shaving Sets, Collar and Cuff Boxes. etc.
J. M. WARD, Mgr.
1THE BIG STORE! THE RACKET.
Kaiser and His Quarrel.
ICABLINIKAN TO NEW ERA.
BERLIN, Dec. 14.-Berliners are
still agog over the bitter quarrel be-
tween the Emperor and the muriicipal
authorities. The conecil appealed
against the decree emceed by the police
forbidding them to erect a walled en-
closure with an niscription on the gate
in memory of th., v ctiins of the %iris-
ng of leie Tbecanneil in turn has
,ppealed to the supreme administrative
.eurt, which will try the case to day.
TRU 110 OMAR 1101118/1
Has found that her little ones are In.
proved more by the pleasant Syrup Or
Figs, when ri heed of the issative effect
of a gentle remedy, than by any other.
Children rajov it and at benefits them
The true remedy, Syrup of Fig*, is mare
nfactured by the California Fig Syrup
Co. only.
- en,
Wood Gets it.
No Boomers.
[SPECI•L TO flaw ilt•j
NEW YORK, Dec. 14 -President
McKinley has made it known within
the last 24 hours to certain important
Republicans that he does not favor the
idea of sending Federal officeholders as
Idelegathe to the next Republican con•
vention.
Ever since the days of Grant and
Hayes and Arthur and Harrison, Re-
publican National conventions have
been crowded by Federal officeholders
as delegates.
1
WASHINGTON, D. 0., Dec. 14 -
Oaa. Leonard Wood has been appoint-
ed Military seovernor of Oahe, to re-
sieve Gen. Brooks.
Here we are. Back at
our old stand, Don't for-
get us. Fi.ANKE.LS
Special prices for Chri st-
alas at Frankel's. of Wales."
From Thursday's daily.
Miss Mary, daughter of Oapt. W. D.
Taylor, of the Fourth District of this
county, will be married Thursday to
Mr. Z P. Dennis, of South Christian
ocepti, Ky. The Wedding, which wi I
be solliffittneed in a quiet in in ivr, wit
.0'••
dehionlby only relatives and a limited
number of friend', of the coutroctii g
parties, will take place at the residence
and have many friends who will offer
congratulations
villa 0ou ier.
in advauce -Ulerks•
In Disguise.
(oleo-gram Si, New Era).
M -MLA, Dv 14 -Gen Otis ha.
received inferniation that Aguitteldo
ingeneed hinvielfethandoued his troops,
and be believes tn.. crafty leader is new I
to the protium% of Betigoet
•
!SPACIAL TO NSW ERA.)
-
Edoeste Tone ...web With C te.
Candy Cathartic, cure c‘ndtipatiou forever.
11 C. C. C fall. domains refuted cionee
Larger, brighter than
ever, Frankel's remodeled
store at the old stand.
1 he Situation.
SPROUL TO UAW Mtge!
WASHINGTON, Dec. 14 -Official
dispatches fronithe Philippines report
the capture of various towns in North-
wait Luzon and the release of many
Spanish prisoners, and add that Again-
aldo has abandoned his troops and is
hiding in disguise in the province of
Beuguet.
Maj. March, with a small command,
is cross, on his heels.
Mabini, one of the beads of the insor•
sorrectiou, has been taken by kiacArs
thur at Beyambang.
Needs Help.
[Special to the New Era.]
LONDON, Dec. 14 -It is rumored
that the Sultan's difficulties with the
young Turkish have become so great
that he is considering applying to the
powtrs for aid.
Baltimore's Auto-
rlobile Fight.
'SPECIAL TO SEW ERA. J
BALTIMORE, Md., Dec. 14.-The
Park Board
A DOW comedy is .-utitleo • MI-P 
11,re Spec.al prices for Christ- upon the admission of automobiles to
4
will today decide finally
imas at. t-rankel's. i "1"u" of this city.
Pigeon Fanciers' Banquet
[SPECIAL TO TIIE NEW ERA]
PHILADELPHIA, Dec. 14.-The
Natior.al Association of Pigeon Fanciers
hold their annum banquet here tonight.
Rochester's Batiquet.
/WIWI-IL TO Saw AAA
ROCHESTER, N. Y. Dee 14 -The
great I heather of Commedos banquet
takes place to-bight. Hear Achnieal
Sampson and Capt. F. K' Chadwick
have accepted invitations Is
dinner, as have alto Hon
premier of Ontario, OanssL
&Animate of Cornell Uni
Hon Ferdinand W Peck,
the World's F air eommiss
atter d the
W Ross,
; President
ersity, and
hairnsan of
You can find Fkankel's
back at the Old'
Corner 8th and n
HENRY B te0Srilr, of Utriontown,
Private Secretary to Congressman H
D. Allen, left lltoorhy for Washington
to enter upon his dotes.
--
REPRE'2ENTATIVE GILBERT IS
preparing a bill for the establishment of
a national park on the battle field at
Perryville, Ky. HP called ou President
McKinley yesterday in the interest of
his plan.
mr???????????
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vSnmile ANTSle
Get into and if
coats and he'll Otijj
liatever you wan\the
coat )ou'll find it
1,000 that are piled
I able.
All Colors, All Lengths, F.
From $3.00 to $20.00.
Yff
The Hat, Gloves, Shoes, U
ilerwear and all the rest to com-
plete with, and all these things
for boys as well as for men.
J.II.Andcrson&Co
bee-
DAgg & R,ichar
Contractors and Builders,
VI
 
wo 1Is411-A.EnPr,
Tc.coroimil tiisrville,
Building Materials Of All Kinds.
Cement, Lime, Paints, Oils, .Glass,
Estimates and Plans made on all
kinds of Building.
AT THE OPERA HOUSLI
From Wednesday's daily.
The indication, are that the Van
Dyke and Eaton Company are going to
break the local recotd of repertoire com-
panies in their week's engagement at
Holland's operah onse Beginning
nigh an "S. R 0 " audience Monday
evening, when the elements were at
war outside, they sent a crowd forth at
the endof the performance singing their
praises -and heralding their worth
throughout the city. The Effect of a
meritorious performance and
conscientious efforts to please was ap-
parent at the box office last night. An-
other audience, with standing room on-
ly, saw an excellent production of a
high class comedy, which was reoeived
with every evidence of discriminating
approval. A second night audience is
taken as the test of excellence. Meas-
ured by this etandard the company has
cimpletely captured the "show going"
people of Hopkinsville, and the week's
business may surpass any popular price
company which has aepeared here.
It is an evenly balanced aggregation
f s xoellent talent, not conspicuous for
any individual brilliancy, but conspicu
uns by the absence of anything medio-
cre Indeed, the smoothness of the pro-
ductions, the intelligent reading, the
unbroken stquencein the detail of stage
work suggest that the plays of Sheridan
and Goldsmith might not suffer in such
bands.
The specialties last night were fully
up to the high standard of the previous
evening, without reeetition of any
feature previously seen. This pleasing
variation the management promises to
continue throughout the week.
"Ames The Trail" is the bill for this
evening. Thursday evening "Rip Van
Winkle," a dramatization of Irving'.
dreamy legend of Sleepy Hollow, with
which Joseph Jefferson's name is indis-
solubly associated, will be given for the
first time in many years.
Ladies' and children's matinee Satur-
day.
13011k whiskies, oldest whiskies, purest
whiskies at Royal Liquor 0o. Jugs
free.
Here we are. Back at
our old stand. Don't for-
get us. FRANKELS
To Corsi CoastipatIon 1:4rever.
Take Caseareta Candy ClOblint.... IOC or MK
lt C C fail to NMI. drlirtled refund mossy.
PERA UOUSE,
0
THE LOUISVILLE IMES Toes-
0ne Week 110ne Week
day °Obtained the followl decision of COMMEt4CIM4
local interest: MONDAY, Dec. It
bet. • bete B that Goebel would be I VAN DYKE & EATON CO
Editor of Times: Please decide this
the nest Governor; B bets that Taylor
will be next Governor. Which wins?
Now if B win., does he 411 win if the
Legislature says Goebel s entitled to
the chair and he takes hit seat?
SUBSORIBEtt.
Answer-B wins. Taylor was inaug-
urated;i today and becom Governor of
Kentucky. This fact w uid not be af-
fected should the contest before the leg-
islature result in favor of Goebel.
will11111111111111
Monday-When Friends are Foes.
Tuesday-Across the Trail.
Wednesday-A Tallow Candle.
Thursday-The Signal of Liberty.
Friday-Rip Van Winkle.
I .0 
Saturday-Enemy to the Czar
Special Ohildren's Matinee Elat'day p m.
EVERY PERFORMANCE CONTINUOUS,
Illustrated Songs, Illustrated Danoes,
Musical Acts, Verimeepe Pictures, &o.
will be introdnoed betweett the acts.
PRICES. I 0c, 20c, 30c.
Ladies free tickets will be given for the
opening performanoe. Seat sale opens
Saturday at Postal Telegraph aloe.
Jejratirlibe.
We have just received the
prettiest line of Holiday Neckwear
we have ever Shown.
PUFFS, TECK5,
IMPERIALS,
FOUR-IN-HANDS,
CLUBS, BOWS.
Everything that the heart
could desire or the mind conceive.
You could not give-a more
appreciative present.
Why Not Buy Monuments
And Tombstones at Home,
Saving extra freight, agents' cominisSiellt
and have the best of work -
car AT THE. LOWEST POSSIBLE. PKICE...
You will find yourself well paid by dealing
with the home shop. Yours truly, -
ROST. H. BROWN
' 
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1 must be
es clean.
r the stomach
.iolden Medical
ctive in cleansing
healing diseases
firce the skin. It
the stomach and the
en end nutrition. It
son of the blood-making
pets from the system the
us which tietile the blood
Aih it defeee the skin.
kohol or other intoxicant, no
err other narcotic is contained in
ge n Medical Discovery."ay pay a dealer better to sell you a
▪ trom the 
vomit tee pa stofitAtbuite wtitilich is less popular but m
ming, showing
1°ral ITmluatrtes tree 
chimners of
ascending ti;rthe 
homes fed, Us
city, telling
tortes tteruing out 
tpeitl,up:briluegfabr
thet engirt to be better employed and
dem us more harm than it does our
antagonist Paul gives us a good.
wide allowance of time for legitimate
&emaciation. from 6 o'clock to 6
o'clock. but says, "Stop there:" Watch
the descending orb of day. and when
resches tbe horizon take a reef in
yaw disposition. Unloose your col-
kr asd cool off. Change the subject
to something delightfully pleasont
Unroll your tight fiat and shake hands
with some one. Bank up the fires at
the curfew bell. Drive the growling
deg enmity back to its kennel. The.
beers of this morning will pass by,
and tbe afternoon will arrive, and the
so will begin to get, and, 'beg you,
ea Its biasing hearth throw all your
hods. Invectives and satires.
Other things being equal, the man
wise preserves good temper will come
„.....,old-abeed. An oki writer says that the
celebrated John Henderson of Bristol,
atuland, was at a dinner party where
pipettes' excitement ran high and the
didesto got angry. and while Henderson
was speaking his opponent. unable to
answer his argument. dashed a gilts*
et wine in his taco-when the speaker
deliberately wiped tbe liquid from his
face and said: -Tele sir, sa a digress-
ales. Now, if you please, for the ma in
1111110sPnt ." Willie worldly ptfilosophy
Mr111.1 help but very few to such equi-
poise Of spirit the grace of God could
heb any man to such a triumph. "lin-
piesilble," you say. "I would have ei-
ther left the table in anger or have
leaseked tbe MD down." But I have
eine te Imillsne that nothing is impoese
bee If OW help.
Bs Careful
LNo woman can be too careful ofcondition during the period be-
tars her little ones are born. Neglect
or improper treatment then endan-
gers her life and that of the chtld. It
Bee with her whether she shall suffer
unnecessarily. or whether the ordeal
shall be made comparatively easy.
Wm had better do nothing than do
110IIMIthing wrong.
MOTHER'S
FRIEND
th• one and the only preparation
that is safe to use. It is a liniment
Shot penetrates from the outside.
!External applications are eternal:y
t. Internal medicines are rade
y wrong. They are more than
humbugs-they endanger lif e.
Mother's Friend helps the muscles
it° Mae and expand naturally-re-1
heves morning sickness-reMoves;
the cense of nervousness and head-
MM. - prevents hard and rising
heteasta-ehortens labor and lessens
the ns-and helps the patient to
recovery.
a letter by a Shreveport, La.,
woman : " I have been using your
weaderful remedy. Mother's Friend,
fee the last two months, amid find it
just as recommended.-
. Onimetsei see et at St per Dotes.
vue BRADFIELD REGULATOR CO.
A iLANTA, UA.
SW bar our fres illustrated mask,
• 
"Seism Deb, Is hem"
e
nth;
printing Pre:are or the 10. f the
newsPaPer -- On a di text.
of work in 
motion. ••(9‘
e MOU eun go
vapor 'Poke° o' -
booyaucy, and spree 
1 f ll
woo across tee sky. ••re• o a
lines of eno ! The -cm-
sod waves and tli Thu sun rises
t it IS sure:toes'
owe and Kat
mausoleum In
of ahaPe a is buried.
that. if 70e e mountains! It al-
ters lihe - breath away to recall
ed long shadows stretch-
plain make the glory of
ng light on the tiptop
struck aslant through the
more conspicuous. Saffron
purple and crimson com-
All the eastles of cloud in
tion. Burning Moseows on the
Hanging gardens of roses at
deepest blush. Banners of va-
por, red as if from carnage, in the bat-
tle of the elements. The hunter among
the Adireodacks and the Swiss vil-
lager among the Alpe know what Is
a sunset among the mountains. After
a storm at sea the rolliug grandeur
into which the sun goes down to bathe
at nightfall is something to make
Weird and splendid dreams out of for
a Ilfetime. Alexender Smith in his
poem compares the sunset to "the bar-
ren beach of hell," but this wonderful
spectacle of nature makes me think
ot the burnished wall of heaven. Paul
in prison, writing my text. remembers
some of the gorgeous sunsets among
entitles of Asia Mluor and how
be en seen the towers of Da-
ninelettil blase in the close of the orient-
al Whys. and he flashes out that mem-
ory In tbe text when he says, "Let uot
the son go down upon your wrath."
SibILme all suggestive duty for peo-
.ollibe then and people now! Forgive-
ness before sundown! He who never
Sisals tbe throb of indignation is imbe-
. elle. He who can walk among the In-
justices of the world inflicted upon
Maiself aod others without flush of
cheek or /lash of eye or agitation of
nature is either in eympathy with
wmug or semi-Idiotic. When Ananias,
tbe high priest, ordered the constables
et the courtroom to smite Paul on the
-- =
1„ Paul fired up and said, "God
'smite thee, thou whited wall."
In tbe sentence immediately before
ay text Paul commands the Eplie-
dans. "Be ye angry and sin not" It
all depends on what yog are mad at
and bow long the feeling laets whether
anger isi right or wrong. Life is full
oe stossperatione Saul after David.
Succoth after Gideon, Korah after
Moses, the Pasquins after Augustus,
the Pharisees after Christ, and every
one has bad his pursuers, and we are
swindled or belied or misrepresented
or persecuted or in some way wronged,
aad the danger is that healthful in-
dignation shall become baleful spite
aad that our feelings settle down into
n prolonged outpouring of temper die-
. pleasing to God and ruinoto to our-
selves. mid hence the important in-
junction of the text, "Let not the sun
go down upon your wrath." .
Why that limitation to one's anger?
Why that period of riaming vapor set
10 punctuate a flaming disposition?
What has the sunset got to do with
'vow* resentful emotions? Was It a
hagbazard sentiment written by Paul
whlhont special significance? No, no.
1 Sink of lye reasons why we should
net let theism set before our temper.
Away With Vends.
First, because. 12 hours is long
mengh to be CVOS/ about any wrong
Indicted upon us. Nothing is so ex-
bitgannisg to physical health or mental
Inieulty as a protracted indulgence of
ill humor. It racks the nervous sys-
tem. It noses the digestion. It beats
blood in brafn and heart until the
Kinieldtkt. Louis 
Elmira. Len 1
1 
Wasnuttrroe, Dec. 17. - 
The trials
Ilbroegb Which the 
truth has 
straggled
are by Dr. 
Talmage here set 
forth un-
der a Bible 
symbol of great 
suggestive-
ness and po
wer; text. 
Solomon's Song.
iii. 6, "Who 
is this tbat 
emneth out of
the wilderness 
like pillars of 
smoker'
The arc
hitecture of the 
smoke is won-
drous, whether 
God with his 
finger
curves it into a 
cloud, or rounds it 
into
a dome, or 
points it in a 
spire, or
spreads it in a 
wing, or, as in the 
text,
hoists it in a 
pillar. Watch It 
winding
ntry farmhouse 
In the
PILLARS OF SMOKE.
• OP TRUTH 
EXPRESSED WITH
A MSUCAL 
SYMBOL.
- 
--
11110W. Dr. 
iholasaste Bets Forth 
the fat-
teriagl of the 
Chorea sit Goa la 
a
revrisrtal lisermaar-A 
Pisa rev Laity
\ wit 
Illaillenvior.
G•Tais is Math the 
port .ings
Tltitt • Karate's 
crown ol •xorrale
re
wemberus•
Isn't that what 
a woman 
thinks Alio
finds herself 
practically. laid aside in 
the
heyday of life? A 
few y ears of 
uuariage,
• 
couple of 
childreu, and ehe is 
worn out.
And as she lit!
weak and suff
ing, she re
hers the
dilly sue
e an the "Diseeverv." It
early tno be uu or see lwon t pay you to buy it, if you want •
reliable remedy.
"roe *host one year and a half or fme sta.
very badly broken out," aritrs Miss Carrie
Adams. of it6 West Hain St . nattlecrerk Mich.
"1 vest • great deal of money with doctors sod
ftw differeo- kis& of medicine, hest received no
benefit. Ad last I read Ogle ft your advt.-um-
mews in • meet and obtained • bottle of Dr
Pierce's Ogaden Medical Discovery Hefore
had taken erre bottle of this medicine I noticed
a change, and atter taking three bottles I waa
entirely cored. I can we II trotmtmead Dr.
pierce's Golden Medical Di•covery to any one
similarly afflicted ,
The People's Common Sense Medical
Aiseser, looei pages, is sent free by the
author, Dr. R. V. Pierce, Buffalo, N. V..
on receipt of stamps to cover expense of
mailing onev. Send or one-cent stamp's
for the paper-bound. or el stamps for
the cloth-bound edition.
Aye, you win not postpone till sun-
down fergiscuess of enemies if you
can realize that their behavior toward
you may be put into the catalogue of
the "all things" that "work together
for good to those that love God." I
have bad multitudes of friends, but I
have found In my irwn experience that
God so arranged le that the greateet
opportunities of usefulness that have
been opened before we were opened
by enemies. So you may harness your
antagonists to your best interests and
compel thou to drew you on to better
work and higher character. Suppose,
instead of waiting until minutes
after 4 this evening, when the sun will
set, you transact this glorious work of
forgiveness at meridian.
Don't Nurse Wrath.
Again, we ought not io let the sun
go down on our wrath, because we will
sleep better if we are at peace with
everybody. Insomnia is getting to be
one of the most prnvalent of disorders.
How few people retlre at 10 o'clock at
night and sleep clear through to 6 in
the morning! TO relieve this disorder
all narcotics and sedatives and mor-
phine and chloral and bromide of potas-
sium and cocaine and intoxicants are
used, but gothing is more important
than a quiet spirit if we would win
soninolence. How is a man going to
sleep when he is in mind pursuing an
enemy? With what nervous twitch
be will start out of a dream: That
new plan of cornering his foe will keep
him wide awake while the clock strikes
11, 12, 1. 2. I give you an unfailing
prescription for wakefulness: Spend
the evening hours rehearsing your
wrungs and the best way of avenging
them. Hold a convention of friends on
this subject in your parlor or office at
8 or 9 o'clock. Close the evening by
writing a bitter letter expressing your
sentiments. Take from the desk or
pigeenhole the papers in the case to re-
fresh your mind with, your enemy's
meanness. Then lie down and wait
for the coming of the day, and it will
come before sleep comes or your sleep
will be worried quiescence and, If you
take the precaution to lie fiat on your
back, a frightful nightmare.
Why not put a bound to your ani-
mosity? Why let your foes come into
the sanctities of your dormitory? Why
let those slanderers who have already
torn your reputation to pieces or in-
jured your business bend over your
midnight pillow and drive from you
one of the greatest blessings that GOd
can offer-sweet, refreshing, all in-
vigorating sleep? Why not fence out
your enemies by the golds..0 bars of the
sunset? Why not stand behind the
barricade of evening cloud and say to
them, "Thus far and no farther."
Many a man and many a woman is
having the health of body as well as
the health ef soul eaten away by a
malevolent spirit I have in time of
religions awakening had persons night
after night come into the inquiry room
and get no peace of soul. After awhile
I have bluntly asked them, "Is there
not some one against whom you bare
a hatred that you are not willing to
give up?" After a little confusion they
have slightly 'whispered, "Yes." Then
I hare said. "You will never find peace
with God as long as you retain that
bole body is first overheated and iv rulence."
thew depressed. Beekles that, It sours 1
We legitimate work. expends energies A boy in Sparta having stolen a fox
tbe dispositioes turns one aside from Forgive Tour Enemies. ,
kept him under his coat, and, though
the fox was gnawing his vitals, he sub-
mitted to it rather than exposfe his
misdeed. Many a man with a smiling
face has under les jacket an animosity
that Is gnawing away the strength of
his body and the integrity of his soul.
Better get rid of that hidden fox as
soon as posstible. There are hundreds
of domestic circles where that which
most is needed is the spirit of forgive-
ness. Brothers; apart, and sisters apart.
and parents and children apart. Solo-
mon says a brother offended is harder
to be won than a strong city. Are
there not enough sacred memories of
your childhood to bring you together?
The rabbets recount how that Neb-
uchadnezzaes son had such a spite
against his fatlicr that after he was
dead he had his father burned to ashes
and then put the ashes into four sacks
and tied them to four eagles' necks
which flew away In opposite directions.
And there are now domestic antipa
th1es that tWeIrl forever to have scat-
tered all parental memories to the four
winds of heaven. How far the eagles
fly with those sacred ashes! The hour
of sundown makes to that family no
practical suggestion. Thomas Carlyle,
In hls biography of Frederick the
Great, gays the old king was told by
the confessor he must be at peace with
his encode* ft he wanted to enter
heaven. Then he said to his wife, the
queen, "Write to your brother after I
am dead that I forgive him." Roloff,
the confessor. said, "Iler majesty hed
better write him immediately." "No."
said the king, "after I am dead; that
will be safer." So be let the sun of
his earthly existence go down upon his
wrath.
Again, we ought not to allow the
sun to set before forgiveness takes
place, because we might not live to see
another day. And what If we should
be ushered into the presence of our
Maker wtth a grudge upon our soul?
Tbe majority of people depart this life
In the night Between 11 o'clock p. m.
and 3 o'clock a. in. there is some-
thing in the atmosphere which relaxes
the grip which the body has on the
sold, and most people enter the next
world through the shadows of this
world. Perhaps God may have ar-
ranged it in that rt•ay so as to make
the contrast the more glorious. I have the affluent God of the sunset as 
your
seen sunshiny days in this world that provider and defender. People talk as
most have been almost like the rade though it were a fixed spectacle of 
!m-
ance of heaven, But as meet people ture and always the same. But
 no one
leave the earth between sundown and ever saw two sunsets alike, and if 
the
sunrise they quit this world at it* world has existed 6,000 
years there
darkest, anti heaven, always bright, have been about 2,190.000 g
umtree each
will be the hi-easter fer that contrast. of them as distinct from all the 
other
Out of dariosees into irradiation. pictures in the gallery of the sky
 as
Burden of Old Gradates. 
Titian's "Last Supper," Rutstein' "De-
resent From the Cross," Raphael's
"Transfiguration" and Michael An-
gelo's 'Last Judgment" are distinct
from each other. If that God of such
infinite resources that he can put on
the wall of the sky each evening more
than the Louvre and Luxembourg rib
leries all in one is my God and your
God, our provider and protector, what
is the nee of our worrying about any
human antagonism? If we are misin-
terpreted, the God of the many colored
sunset can put the right color on our
action. If all the garniture of tire
western heavens at eventide is but
the upholstery of one of the windows
of our future home, what small busi-
ness for us to DP chasing enemies!
Let not this Sabbath sun go down up-
on your wrath.
Mohammed said, "The sword Is the
key of heaven and hell." But, my
hearers. in the last day we will find
neither ydtir 'Heavenly
give your trespasses." What
light if we stand there bat-
!metre one, mei hating thnt one, and'
Yo that one a damage, and wish-gust
some one else ft ellIfILUIty, IOW Wt.
larseives needing forgiveness for Ise-obliquities of heart and life. When
our last hour tomes, we want it to find
us all right. Hardly anything affects i
me so much In the uncovering of POW-
pen as the account of the soldier who. I
after the city had for many eenturies
been covered with the axhes and
scoriae of Vesuvius, was found stand-
ing ie his place on guard, hand on
spear aud en head. Others Bed
at the a wei sni usergeitient, bat the
explorer. 1.71.ii yvars after. found the
sedy of tine breve fellew in right pos1-
.ion.. And it will be a grand thing if.
ehen our last moment souses. we area
'multi In right position toward God. on
-nerd and unaffrighted by the siescenti-
.nst ashes froin the mountain of death.
I do not suppose that I mu any inure
of a coward than most people, but I de- !
clare to you that I would not dare te
sleep tonight if there were any being
In all the earth with whom I would
not gladly shake hands. lest during the
night hours my spirit dismissed to oth-
er realms. I should. because of my un-
forgiving spirit, be denied divine too
aiyeuess.
"But," says some woman, "there is a
horrid creature that has PO injured me
that rather than mak.e up with her I
would die first" Well, sister, you
may take your choice, for one or the
other It will be-your complete pardon
of ber or God's eternal banishment of
you. "But." says some man, "that fel-
low who cheated me out of those
goods. or damaged my business credit,
or started that lie about me in the
newspapers, or by his perfidy broke
up my domestic happiness, forgive him
I cannot, forgive him I will not." Well.
brother, take your choice. You will
never be at peace with God till you are
it peace with man. Feeling as you
now do, you would not get so near the
Arbor of heaven as to see the light-
ship. Better leave that man with the
ieoci who said: "Vengeance is mine. I
will repay." You may say: "I will
nake him sweat for that yet I will
nake him squirm. I mean to pursue
sim to the death." But you are darnag-
nit yourself more than you damage
elm, and you are making heaven for
eour own soul an impossibility. If he
will not be reconciled to you. be recon-
eled to him. In five or six hours It will
be sundown. The dahlias will bloom
against the western sky. Somewhere
between this and that take a shovel
and bury the old quarrel at least six
feet deep. "Let not the sun go down
Shall we then leap over the roseate
muff of suwiet litio rile favorite bunt-
lug *mind of Nis ae• and death, car-
rying our animus:des with us? Who
would want to confront his God.
against whom we have all done mean-
er things than anybody ban even done
against us, carrying old-grudger? How
can we expect hie ferittvenese for the
greater when wo are not willing to for-
give others tor the leas? Napttlie
was euceurazed to undertake the cross-
ing of the Alpe tweausw Charlemagne
had previously-I mo/red them. And all
this rugged path of forgiveness bears
the bleeding footsteps of him who con-
quered through suffering, and w.e
ought to be willing to follow. On the
night of our departure from this life In-
to the next our one plea win have to
be fur mercy, and it will have to be
offered In the preeence of him who has
said. "If von forgive not men their
upon your wrath.
R uuuuu ee Hatreds.
"But," you say, "I have more than I
can bear. Too much is put upon me.
and I am not to blame if I am some-
what revengeful and unrelenting."
Then I think of the little child at the
moving of some goods from a store.
The father was putting some rolls of
goods on the child's arm, package after
packkge, and some one said. 'That
child is being overloaded, and so much
ought not to be put upon her," when
the child responded, "Father knows
how much I can carry." And God, our
Father, will not allow too much im-
position on his children. in the day of
eternity it will be found you had not
one annoyance too many. not one ex-
asperation too many, not one outrage
too many. Your Heavenly Father
knows bow much you can carry.
Again, we ought not to allow the pas-
sage of the sunset hour before the dis-
missal of all our affronts, because we
may amsociate the sublimest action of
the soul with the sublimest spectacle
in nature. It is a most delightsonie
thing to have our personal experiences
allied with certain subjects. There is a
tree or river bank where God first an-
your prayer. You will never
at place or think Of that place
inking of the glorious cone
here was some gate or some
mire garden wall where you
were affianced with the companion
who has been your chief joy in life.
You never speak of that place but
with a smile. Some of you have pleas-
ant memories connected with the even-
ing star, dir the moon In its first quar-
ter, or with the sunrise, because you
saw It jum as you were arriving at
harbor after a tempestuous voyage.
Forever and forever, 0 hearer, ItsSID-
date the sunset with your magnani-
mous, out and out. unlimited renun-
ciation of all hatreds and forgiveness
of all foes.
I admit it is the most difficult of all
graces to practice. and at the start you
may make a complete failure, but keep
on In the attempt to practice it. Shakes-
peare wrote teh plays before be reach-
ed "Hamlet." and 17 plays beeore be
reached "Merchant of Venice," and 2S
plays before he reached "Macbeth,"
And gradually you will come from the
easier graces to the most difficult. Be-
sides that. It is not a matter of per-
sonal determination so much as the
laying hold of the almighty arm of
God, who will help us to do anything
we ought to do. Remember that in all
personal conteoversies the one least to
tesoee win Dave to take tbe nrst step
at pacification If tt is ever effectal.
The coutest between .Eschlnes and
Aristippus resounds through history,
but Artstippus, who was least to
blame, went to .Eschines and said,
"Shall we not agree to be friends be-
fore we make ourselves the laughing
stock of the whole country 1" And
Machines said, "Thou art a far better
man than I, for I began the quarrel,
but thou bast been the first In healing
the breach." And they were always
friends afterward. So let the one of
you that is least to blame take the
first step toward reconciliation. The
one most the wrong will never
take it.
Practice Forgiveness.
Oh, ft makes one feel splendid to
be able by God's help to practice un-
limited forgiveness. It improves; one's
body and soul. My brother. it will
make you hicaeure three or four mere
inches. around the chest and improve
your respiration so that you can take
a the per and longer breath. It hie
low s Ilse cotintename by meattering
the elese., antl makes YOU
and :tau .1 P.•• .s
pew!. in et c:1 tlet teeiveise. reef
calms t ecey that. lie Is set-wire. ae
we es ono eopy that. He Is tr.iiiipit
ent. end we enuust 'eery thee lint Is.
forgives with a levee sweep all Inuit Is
ant! gl gni a'
wrollerdolnete null sn tIet.
hint le1ll o'lL••••• 11/1111tM.
that sublime ateivii of your to Va.
sunset- thi• Lour when tlw gate ol
Lea en opens te he the day pees into
eternities aryl of the gio:ito es
cape this way through the brit f open
lug. We talk aleot the Italeit; gen
sets, and sunset aired the Ale-isolate
and sunset amid the cordillerait. LI.:
I will tell you how you inny Krt. II
grander sunset thaii any mere lover of
nature ever Is•lield that is. by IFugziu.
Into It all your hatred,. mei memos'
tlep. and let the horses of fire train
ple them, anti the chariots of lire ro!I
over them. and the spearmen of tire
stab them. and the beach of tire con-
sume them. and the billows of tire over-
whelm them.
Again, we should not let the sun go
down on our wrath, because it is of
little importance what the world says
of you or does to you when you have
usgees,.., cc that to be t
011 01131, idol. a-word never teilecies
Waren. ut:•.1 t!.at he who heals woutels
ill Ireton': then he who makes them,
asel that es the lens.. 1:14 ure two keys
-God's fe v torsi* of us and our for-
envtaltv- and Otte* two
keys uultoi, eeit.e.
And now I wleh for of you a
beautiful suneet to your eerthly exist-
ent*. Wlth sere. of you it has been a
long day LI tieuble. aud with others of
you it will Le far frotu calm. When
the sun rose at 6 o'clock, it wile the
morning of youth, anti a fair day was
phopleaslesi. but by the time the noon -
slay or ineelle life hail come and the
clock of your earthly existence had
strut k 12 cloud reeks. gathered and
trivieet bellowed In the track ot
tot t But as tbe evening of old nee
epee-es-hes p,ey Cril the skies; may
brighten mel the eliiei• Le piled up in-
to ; of celestial temples to
which yon go or tileve as with mounted
cohorts+ c..n.t. t....!at you home. Anti
IS you seslc uut of sight below tho hori-
zon may there be a reliant* of Chris-
tnin exateple lee:seine lene after you
ten in lute I's of sapphire, and on the I CATAIIRHare gone. met en the heavens be writ-
‘0111#14•10, WI& TI Ire
*Dr. 0. W. Holmeis
4 Ze.'• a'l • Yet soyersigs
S holm- A*, I' it is. lbw& Mercy,
s lag Cern '110 flti‘ for tee ,
r••
, pains •r“'l . • cif thY.
luh..s al' .1 I-Isstir isbbt
soteur
wee of
sae tr i - 1. et. It con.
Lix.44 C:.11 it lie h st tee, yet oever
twee. s -.. Met. txr. to Let 0.1!
highett pee. "di asy. Note the
Sod Lese. rill ths esensitee.
antiesoe JOHNItON,
Ilmsfacturing Chanistn, herr York.
1/109eihAbia-AbliciAhe.
PATENTS
DESIGNS
TRADE-NARKS
AND COPYRIGHTS
OBTAINED
ADVICE AS TO PATENTABILITY cREE
Notice in "Inventive Age "
Book "How to obtain Patents" r
ch..„. moderate. No fee ti'l patent is secured.
Letters strictly confidential. Address,
E. IL SIGGERS, Patent Lawyer. Washington, D.C.
watcrs in lettere of owe. and on the
hills ip letters el' emerald. "Thy sun
shair no !WWII 1•;., ovn, neither shall
thy moon wither:1w iteelf. for the Lord
shall ise thine everlastleg light. and the
dare of thy tnotoning shall be ended."
Su *Lill the mote of earth become
the mimes. of heaven.
The MAO With th• Hee.
Ot•Wrtil 'not y was engaged in a dim-
eteisisn with another Aniericau on Pro-
t% seer Niel k I in 111'a I tut talked of
(win. ..1111, milt, With the Hoe." An
tv! o was listening to the
rit•genit•ut :eked who the man weir the
hoe woe
-rte. man with the hoer' repeated
the roneral. "Why. that is the news-
.). tier tonr.-
. mieltdey had to hammer a treatise
e printing presses into the English-
eau's; heasi before he saw the point.
.1.noiber Kind.
The failure of the
to wit' the America's cup
et ! e been heavy blow to Sir
Me. Nev. '; didn't be pray
for a hen ey I w a whole week before
the fl, t "-tore' Weekly.
Walker's nun! is the Link 'hat wet.
tip the vital rote. of man ta his rue-
,own state arm be de him 10 Metals aim
trenirth by recuperating tbe brain rw-
sienna the *Minn of the heart an.
nourishing the nervoua systsm
A FR.Ohl.kUL BL.USIDEIR
Will cften cause a horrible Boris
S 'old, (Jul or Brune, Ittucklen's Medea
Salve, the test is. the world, will kill
the pain and promptly heal it. Cares
0 d Sores, Fever Sores. Ulcers, B
Felons, Corns. all Skin Eruption.. Bes.
Pile cure on earth Only 25o a box
Cure guaranteed. Sold by L. L.Elgin,O.
K. Wyly, R.4'. Hardwick. J 0. Cook
end Anderson & Fowler, druggists.
Sulphur is known to the medical pro
(melon as an nevaluable therapeutiv
agent in all blo• d and skin diseases.
Littels's Liquio Sulphur is a clear solu-
tion of Dissolved Sulphur with all its
medicieal and hygienic qualities ?maim
ed. Littell's Liquia Sulphur Remedier
will cnre any okin disease on earth.
Stops Itehing Iostantly, whether causeo
from Prickly Heat. Hives, Nettle Rash,
Poison Ivy, Bite, Sting or the most ag-
gravated cesePnf skin diseatie. For sal
by Anderson & Fowler, druggists, MI
tel Lathe m w tf
PUBLIC SALE,.
To settle the partnership of Massie &
Gunter vie wall on THU le ;DA V, I..sEt.
14, '99, on Os farm of W. G. Mastro,
miles from Heeknoville, on the Ru•
olivine road, sell at pubLe auction II.
following property : 4 head of got
cork mules, 1 gem' mare, '2 Jersey c. w.
tinder. cultivator, plowa, harness, a:
studs of agricultural implements.
M a SS1E & GUNTER.
White girl wanted
for general housework
in family of two In-
quire at 9th St. Meal
Market.
-
T_WO FARMS FUR SALE.
We have in our hands for sale tw.
South Christian farms cheap aud o
relies/triable terms.
1. A farm near Beveriy, Kentueki
ontaimng V.S5 acne, with c ,mfortabi.
niprovements. Same hum on whic
It T. Moore resides and which former
y beonged to hen.
2. A farm near Garretteburg. Ky
ontaining 112 acre.--fair improve-
ments-le neighborhomi-the T. S
Rives' farm.
HUN r ER WOOD & SON.
Le.
$42 Woruh Of Presents.
For 50: worth of work, ore are give,:
away Watchea. Bicycler, Sewing /I
chines, Gun. & •, & e to introduce ore
eater Pastime, a high class illustrate
taper of from 16 to 32 large pages ;
128 chice (Rod Storni., Literature
ert, Humor, Letters of Travel in Fre
sign Lando &c, and all you have to e
to get $2 worth of en genet is to get 2.
ubscribere at 10 • Fach Send 10c a.
•tamps for full particulars, long list e
'resents and our paper, Pesten*. tor
Impala. A teiresis the lee time ee
uouisyille Ky
Women as Well as
Are Made Miserable by
Kidney Trouble.
Kidney trouble ereys upon thc nines
courage! and leasen.s ambition:  ,
and chccrfnirc:::
.1 disappear when tl'olu,
re. or dbea;c1.
neys a.c
111! ;"' V_ Kidney trouble 1--
become so prce.
that it is not uncornr
for a chill to be be.r.
t7.21 -"afflicted with weak eie
neyo If the child urir
sites too cften. if !le
urine scalds the flesh or if, when the chil
reaches an age when it should be able I
control the .passage, it is yet afflicted wit;
bed-wetting. depend upon it. the cause o
the difficulty is kidney trouble, and the fire
step should be- towards the treoment
these important organs. unploa.;an
trouble IS due to a diseased condition cf tie
kidneys and bladder and hot to I habit a:
st people suppcse.
Women az well as men are made mis-
erable with kidney and bladder trouble,
and both need the same great remedy.
The mild and the immediree effect of
Swamp-Rout is soon reale:ed. It is sold
by druggists. in fifty- w
cent and one dollar
sizes. You mire have a
sample bottle
free. also pamphlet tell- nee. soattionoot.
ing all about it. Inc:u..'ing___many of the
thousands of testimonial rFeers receives
from sufferers cured. In writing Dr. Kilme.
&Co., Bingh2mton. N.. I., le sure an:
mention the:Taper.
_ .
e.
ND MONEYPo 0
CI T IND AP. OUT and
pentl 'I, state yourgavel •sod betakt also
Min ber forties around
ta,dy at lad and •••••,
•noi e wi11 and this
Graitiliel Medi lope to
..0 by express, C.b. P.. sebjea to.-
..Wailes. You ran
e randne and try rt
011 •t yolir it.nre•t
tiore•S °fib sw•tol
It ...And pro fteeflyNa,...11..•t of y. ex.
artiy r.• n  .41
,1 sae nosy
YAM y--0
au v heard
of. p..y ter .1.
pr... mast yl
iglIAL5095
•no exproL•os
el.s.rze.,•‘ press
.111 ...nee 60 te Ti
e I,us•
This Circular Pfush ("see r"' F."
.L.. • - made of nue %
eL"....1.-;;;;TT1=, ,L Lo • 4-1it 1,11 .urep, lined
oxIshout with •41.• In 1.1seb. Weer, red. t ery
elaborately eon ton w soweiseins braid • rod blawk
heading ••111u•trated. Trimmed all •,,und eith extraline Mare TIldlie• ger. he••11, Interlined with wadding
eleel Sher (-ham. Wet.. •••••• free flak I salaam, &alma,
142.14.1.2gisu CK &CO.,CHICACO
•cs. sm tarromnis reilsbeex-saump
nasal
In ail its etst:es there
sho'ild be clecimiesa
Ely's Cream Balm
• ce,
the .11- L
ettfte itiorrh aml .4.
away a esad la tire head
quickly,
Cream Balm is placreinto tho etre., memos
Oyer the membrane sed is seaweed. Re:lef is Ina
mediate an.1 a care follows. It is not drying-doss
not values sneering, Laois MIN SO sante at Draw
gists or by mail; Trial Site, 10 cents by mali,
SLY SMOTHERS, 56 Warren Street, New Yea
Don't vou want to
OWN YOUR
OWN HOME??
The Booth Kentucky Building
and Loan AWNSolattrill of Hop.
kineyille, Ky , wilt build you a
home on elute monthly psy.
manta Fnr particulate Apply to
Henry C. Cant, - Pres
J E McPherson. Sec & "fre,
PIUM
and Whiskey Rabin0 Cared at Immo without pain Book of flu,Oculars sent FR illiminelmismInglet B. M WOOLLEY 0.,
attliat•x bll. one.,, 1111 t ertlt l'ryttf Stx
easevametteetaabeeletbaleitaaalbeenal
CAN
anything yon invent or improve; also get
CAYEAT.TRADE-NARK, COPYRIGHT or DESIGN
PROTECTION. Send model, sketch, or photo. $
for free examination and advice.
BOOK ON PATENTS rettacizoplkt72
wir-C.A.SNOW &CO.
Patent Lawyers. WASHINGTON, D.C.
wee..
YPNOTISM A Fortune Init for you.waning KY
sent free. (SI can make a splendid
lypnotIzer at once. Address K. Young.
SW Henry St., Brooklyn, N. Y.
se, ,
•
. • ono,
PARKER'S
HAIR BALSAM
OP:ri aod beattifee the hafttes • luxuriant growth.
never Palls to Restore Gray
Hair tO its Youthful Color.Cates wale d wage. h• ;1. is!..rog.Jor.and loom
Csisbaster's Estella/. Dlemmeadl Brea/
NNYROYAL PILLS
astrillesidoe.SAM always Lamas all
=r for 
ellAck•ske• Rwpla.sh Dt.
od la Med sad b..idimenllia
assild With Wee nnwes....alr.
elbow &AM listapovea
Mar • ad beaselems. it Dregalels.er AMU
4. he Inlets. leanamiale" loam. by vetoes
i=laMmestae. NO•14_Pui•••Cealaillees Fleet,
5,14 Its Gams aressims. PHILADA-.
BENT FREE
to housekeepers-
liebig COMPANY'S
hint of Beef
COOK BOOK-
telling how to prepare delimit.
and delicious dishes.
A-1d r•••• ',Whig Co., e 0. Box ?TIN, New York
TIME
TABLE
gffectivelBunday.
Nov. 12th, 1699
LEA V Ba 31111. MST LLN.
No. 6/12, No. SU. No. 840. A c.
daily daily daily
Lo:Rop svuleS:00 a re 11:30 a m 6:01p m
• PrInct'n 6:t.0 • m 12:40 p m 7:00 p
Ar Hension fi:Si a m 4:66 p m
Ar Ev'vEle 10:10 a m 6:15 p en
• Prinlion 919 a m 12:66 p m
ea. Loals'11111 4:46 p M 6:46 p
Ly Prineon 6:06 m 2:60 p
4,r Vaducan 9 -,0 a m Cid o'l
• r Memphis 10:60 p
A r NeW Orleans 10510s in
No.141 Arrives at HopkInsyt lie, 9:30 a m
Arrives at HGokinsytne. ow p.m.
No. ril• Antra. at HopkInsyllle. h:d.1 m
E. M. SlialtWOOD, Agt
ellopkinseille, Ky
W. A. KIII.LOND, A. G. P. A.,
Louisville, Ky
L.& N. Time 'fable.
BOUTS BOCK D.
No. 55 Accom dation departa...6 :15 a n
" 53 Fast line  " :00 a ir
" 51 Mail . :27 p n
" 91 New Orleans lim. " 12 :08 a m
NORTH BOOND.
52 Chicago and Ss. Louis lim...9 :45 a a
56 Accommodation. arrives . 8:80 p a
94 Mali  9:83 p n
St Vast line 10:24 p
TRUSSES 65c, $11§__AND UP
we ant eat tee wry Onset Treats* •eael.
at f &Mai renal, lees than war third
the price charged tir othersi and WE
3SARANTIII TB FIT Yell Tit lay
eneUie• y .0 Wish 04/r OW Met Irv. or I ur All
Teri ae•eeelble alaals Inns, Illuetrated above, eut trite
ad. out and •end to ns with at a SPIKILL Mtn Yaw*,
•••••• your 11.4,51, litehrbt. at*, how loner you ha•e been
ruptured, whether impair. Is large or mall, ale. state
n 'Anther Inches aroatini the body rat a lane erlih the
rupture. aay ehetbir rupture un right or left side.
and we will send either true. to you with the under
standing, MC le net • wart 1111 toed «met le Ina.* lk.5
retail a three Deem err selm.you call return It and we
will return your money.
WRITE FON FREE TRUSS CATALOGUE '',1;,.",e,;„1:11',
of woe... Including the few SM. tes Lea ;owes $2 75test awes alma. aey ease, awl watch w. how •
Adesese sILAIRS, ROEBUCK & Co. CHICAGO
62675 BOX RAIN COAT
'12:All'i""•'.1,2?N`U..7•9:; $2.75
SEND NO RONEY. 'I's
•Ial. yew. hetaht eat lathe. Nate eamberef
Weber& emend body a beloag, Labe. weir
vest seder teat, ella• se settee area owl
we will send you Oda coat by express,
eakiva masolnalisa. Cs-
attiln• and tr It on •t y our neared
elopes.. °Mee, aal V tare otiotly
•• repeseenied sad the wee ••••••••••1
*ales yea ear oaw er beard el, sad
egad le. say awe yes eaa bey fee11111.10, pay th• exprens agent Ot a
snit Igi anis PURI, 52.75, mod
espres• Harps.
7111111 M k lei TIMM latest INS
style, easy Miner, ilnadr trom
ersterprestf, toe seta, sena.. Vol.Orb, length, double breaated,Slater velvet collar, fancy plaid 1111Inie,
waterproof sewed seams. Suitable forboth sari sit 0••••••• and orearanteedGlaZATIAIT TAU', ever ws,..s by us or
any other house. Pee gyve flab boolOdoOf Men'e Wartintoshes up to 0,
ensa dtrade..t f legal arlriotleefore-
IRIS Sellrla K▪ OMI is. WI. sm...
SEARS, ROEBUCK I Co. InC.I CNICACIO•
Seen, Labatt • Lo are darmstde ratable, -ilehehlo
$1.98 BUYS A $3.50 sip
foile0 I 114 he '1011 •• WRAII01 • Doi itsPISA? Af &SAL. 110.1 Le 11 511.15 auta• twee.talt nits 1111111 AT $1.98.
A KW teIT FREI III ANT 01 TRES( HITS
WBICII SON T SIVE _SATISFACTORY WEARMIND NO MONEY, ofill Ibis ad. osi mitt
-md to us, male am a boy and egy hether
ilirge or small forage anti etn send you
the scat by ex press, V. It subject to es.
• in ,I.ation. oo eon esorlewt •1 yOUr
el ,r•• other and II found pertoetOy eueu.
fa,t..ry •tol ren•I leant, aid le yea. bass Ise51.50, pay y,,urexpreas agent ear •peeeen
ne.nts. and express Charges.
Hatt illEE PANT SUITS • r• for boys 414
•-•, It s .".11, or air., a•d •rw retailed earryise.“On: t, .Ith 001 ati eget Med %MGR,
Istrig 11,4,0 *W. •• u  ••••• free •
Weial besey 5•105t. le•-r rabilso, alt,raelboas taatemery, neat. hand,. rue pattern,
fere It•lian rm.'s* Oreyde• Initrailas, padding,
slaying and trlderetee. die sat neva sewing. emel•Illile make
threariond. melt any bey er pm real is at Id be greed et
Volt WRNS 415111 444,1.1m d Nays' I What nee f•I• • le
IC 110W111, well. fee amaele leek lia. Oak, oontains fashion
plates. tape measure •n•I ull 1 ne tructions how to order.
Nes'. tioito node to ordlor Dom Witte up. Balad
lEARS, ROEBUiK co. (Inc.), Chicago, ill
'Mors, 111•••••11 to. in tborsoobly reliabto-ICOltor.)
W. P. alive's, A Mout
iil tree & Knight,
Stock of goods, store house and refi•
denee for sale as good tow u oil L & N.
tt R. Fins-class paying hustings, nice
oration, goodoonnerehnboientlit,00dres, iodheuturcehe:
ra,')IdIlleP,cwhtxatile"r works and modern tm-
prevsnients, ten sores of nice ground
with reaidence, good reasons for seUing
No. 1 residence on South Main street,
2 stories, 7 rooms, servants room, oul•
seen, good stable, flue shade trees, lot
KO by 200 feet to alley, elate to business
suit very desirable.
Residence, 5 rooms, stable, carriage
house and all necessary outbuildings,
good cistern and orchard. Two acres of
'arid enjousing South Kentucky Oollege,
$1,500. W ill sell this place at low prtce
and on easy terms.
Ziegant two story reeidence on cor-
ner of 14th and Campbell streets, fronts
82le feet on Cempbell street by 166 feet
to alley, house has 8 rooms and all tw-
ee-nary outbuildings, nice shade trees,
fine garien and grape arbor.
Well improved suburban place with
16 acres of ground, house 5 rooms, good
cistern, stable, poultry bouse, carriage
house, milk bourse, etc., everythiug in
good repair. Complete set of farming
implements go with the place
Good farm 223 acres, on Nashville
road, 7 miles from Hopkinsville and 8
miles from Pembroke, good two-story
brick dwelling, 6 rooms, good well,
large new barns, stables and grainary.
This farm will be sold at a low price
and on easy !arms.
Large tecestory house and two acres
of ground fronting on first street end
running back to the river.
135 acres of land 6 miles from tUwn
near Princeton road, dwelling, two to-
bacco barns and other out buildings,
price $6 per acre.
Good residence on corner of Main and
lst streets, fronting 60 feet on Main by
200 feet deep. House has six mains,
good cistern, atable and necessary out-
buildings. For sale.
The Lindsay's' Mill property, embrac-
ing a burr mill for grinding both oorn
and wheat, two good residences, twu
cisterns and all necessary oetbuildings
and 30 acres of land, situated on Little
River, on a line between Chrietian and
Trigg counties, near Pee Dee, Ky. This
property will be soid at a low price end
on reseonable terms.
House and lot on 17th street, in good
neighborhood and close to business,
prAicefi"°°ne tr. act of river bottom land sit-
uated on west bank Cumberland river
about three miles below Canton, Trigg
county, Ky., and containing 630 acres.
This property has five good tenant
houses sod five good barns and cisterns.
This land will be sold either as a whole
or in tracts to suit purchaaer and al a
low price and on reasonable terms. s
60 acres of fine land just outside -toll-
gate on Palmyra road. $66 per acre.
Farm of 107 acres of good land 23e
miles northwest of Hopkinsville, in good
nt ighborhood. Land in good omidition,
Itteed dwelling, five rooms, smoke hosse,
stables, barn. etc. A bargain at $1,700
50 acres of rich land nut outside the
city limits, well watered and fenced.
Will be sold at a bargain.
Nice house tied lot on Weal 19th st.
Price $850.
3 tracts of land near Bennettstown,
•botu 300 acres; Will be converted into
2 or tracts. Sold on easy terms.
House and lot on 3rd street in Hop-
kin/mine, Ky., near public school build-
ing. Price $750.
House and lot on corner of Broad and
Thompson streets. Hopkinsy lite Ky.
Price $600.
A nice cottage on 4th St., four rooms
asd kitchen, porch, good out•konsee and
cistern, price POO.
Cottage on 3rd St., "cheap," at $600.
Good cottage on Broad and Thompson
Sm., four rooms, good antern and out-
buildings, large lot, price $600.
Two good residence Iota on Main St.
in Hopkinsville, well located. The on-
ly vacant lots on West side of Main St.
for sale at a low price.
200 acres of land between Nashville
road and L. & N. R. R. at Oseky. Will
be eold at a bargain.
Elegant lot 80:200 ft. on Jesup ave-
nue. Good home with 4 large rooms, 2
porohes, cistern outbuildings, shade
and front trees, Price $1,4CO.
An elegant farm of 115 scree of land,
on good public road, in one of the best
neighbortoods in South Christian, con•
veuient to postoffice, schools and
churches, in a high state of cultivation,
good dwelling 5 rooms and hall, one
large tobacco barn, good stables and
oow houses, 2 new cabins, smoke house,
hen house, buggy house, new wire
fence, nice young orchard, grapes, rasp-
berties and strawberries, plenty of wa-
ter, very desirable, will be sold cheap
and on easy terms.
House and lot 60x200 feet on ,Beoond
street. House with 4 MOMS, porch, cis-
tern and outbuilding.. _Price $1,000,
House and lot on Second street 60x200
feet. House has 7 roome, porch, cistern
and outbuildidgs. Price $1,200.
Some beautiful vacant lots on Walnut
street.
Nice house and lot on Brown street.
Price $800.
400 acres of desirable farming land in
Montgomery county, Tenn., heavily
timbered, 10 miles from Howell, Ky.
Price $5.00 per acre.
Some of the 'moat desirable property
in Hopkinsville, fronting 167 feet on
Main street, suitable for either business
or residence property.
Fine farm of 285 acres in neighbor-
Good farm of 266 acres of landbei=e
hood of Howell, Ky., at a great
mile of Howell, Ky.
155 ecres of land near Olarksville
pike, 3 miles from Hopkinaville. $46
per acre. Very desireabie.
Goed SOO acre farm cicse to Montgom•
Fry, Trigg county, Ky. 2 dwellings., ice
house, barn, stables, good outbuildings,
3 ponds, young orchard, 50 acres of tim-
ber. Very desirable farm and well
located at a bargain.
Very desirable suburhan residence,
house two stories, 8 rooms, new aud in
good repair, about 7 acres of land, just
outside the city limits on one of the best
streets.
A nice residence at Cooky, Ky Loo
of 10 acres, six room cottage and twt
room ettice in yard ;good servanta house,
large good ice house, large stable anti
carriage house lead all necessary out
hulloing'', splendid shade and fruit
trees, never failing well, good cistern ;
oonvenient to dr poteschool and church ;
5 miles from Hepkinsville with good
pike nearly the whole distance. Splea-
did location for a doctor.
New 5 room house and 2 lots on 19th
street, good cistern, stable and all -ne-
cessary outbuildings. Price for both
$1,000.
House and lot on Brown St. Desira-
bly located. Price $800.
A two story cottage on South Camp-
bell St., lot 70xleet feeteivo bed rooms,
sitting rocm, dining room, kitchen, look!
room and four porches, on first floor ;
sour bed rooms, two lumber rooms ouid
a sewing room: on second floor; also
splendid dry oellar 18x14 feet with brick
walls and floor, good cistern,coat home,
meat house, kindling house and servant
eanhoperou9s,li.oen nfTotE.urRintlegtiresSu-Oaltnanone thuirieerrocipz„....pbnayisli
mente.
Want to may real estate is at hand, and
we fume those who want io buy or sell
The season of the year when people
Real Estate.
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183,211
Wittman & ithIGRT.
MONEY TO LOAN-on good
•statexernrity Apply te
1st-wren Wnoe & Inv
HOTEL LAT.HAM
BARBER SHOP.
Mr, A. 8. FICKEN, Prop.
(Formerly of Galt House, Louisville-)
Hot and Cold Baths. Skillful white
ar rs. Olean linen for each patmn.
Call and give US a trial. foil
THE TOTALS.
The totals In all las races tn tee
veosher election, Ottehe face of th
tutus, as certified by the State Berri of
Kash Lise Dishes Quioklyl
Yon can if you
use Gold Dust.
It does most of
the work. It
saves time,mon-
ey and labor.
aim Mr free booklet -" Golds* atlies
fee Housework "
THE N. K. FAIRBANK COMPANY
atitaio St. Loan nest art luslos
FOR AUL/1 /OR.
Coulter 180,sia -
Sweeney .,
Pasteur 9,7d(
Graratai . 2.944
Bsuud ..... . 9,021,
Caldwell 561
FOR TREASURER
ri arm 
Day
Droege
()aroma
Pile
Delanty
FOR SECRETARY OF
Hill
Powers
dint* 
K-1,8 
180,811
iss,u4s
9,921
861
2,02$
b8S
STALE
 
 
IS0,910
182,8b6
9,9.RJ•
3,021
Ly ken 2,031
ltht eUPERLNIENDENT OF UR
LIO 'MST/Weil ION
lice/homey 180,891
Burke.... .   183,866
Ov rstreet 10 221
itiattaerian s 2 9.0
trumpet 2 033
Palmer 559
LONNISSION ER t IF AURILU
* 1URE
Nall 
 
180 544
['brook moron 182 694
Vauderyer 9814
rianii• 8.075
Carpent   2,025
liesru 453
FOR RAILROAD OOMMISSIONER
First District
Dempsey ... 61,175
McMullin 2,973
Second Diatrict
MuChord  67,649
Irwin .   56.024
Reid 752
Third D,stiiet.
astuthon   62,370
• .
Wood ...... ...• •••1..".. • • • ' 68,231
Patrick  1,016
$140. TO FARMERS. $1.51
LIGHT BRAHMA ROOS-
ERS.-Large, handeome,
April hatched. Ouiy a few
and ouly a few days at this
orice. Be quick and get
me to improve yrur chick-
ens. CARL 0. MOORE,
Hopkinarille, Ey.
This preparation stands tit:equaled as
a complexion beautifier. Removes
freckles, tan, pimples and unnatural
redness of face and hands. Littell's
Liquid Sulphur Ointment is entirely
free from poisons and disagreeable
odors. Littell's Liquid Sulphur Oint-
ment ie an invaluable remedy • in the
treatment of all skin disease" open
sores, chafed parts, burns, scalds and is
especially recommended for use after
shaving. It is soothing, antiseptic and
healing. For sale by Andinson &
Fowler, druggists, Hotel Latham. wtf
A WONDERFUL DISCOVERY.
Not only cures, but it keeps well. Is
sold by au organised ,company of re-
sponsible business men and has the en-
dorsement of thousands of Clergymen
and noted people throughout the
country. We speak of that wonderful
Instrument, Eiectropoise, and ask your
careful examination iuto the cures it
has wrought. Cob A. P. Nunally, of
the Inter.Ocean, _Ohicago,', writes:
"Nearly three years experience with
Electsopoise only confirms the truth of
your claims. I say to my friends that
this instrument is a moot wonderful in.
vention, and I would not part with
mine if I mild not get another." Send
address for our book giving letters from
people who have been cured by Elate
tropoise. ELECTROPOISE ( 0., 518
Fourth Avenue, Logisville. Ky.
IN ITS ADVANCED and chronic form
a cold in the head is known as Nasal
tarrh and *the recogn ized source of
other diseases. Having stood the test of
continued successful use, Ely's Cream
Balm is recognized OS a specific for
menabranal diseases in the nasal pass.
ages, and you should retort to this
treatmeet in your own case. It is not
drying, does not produce sneezing Price
50 cents at druggist* or by mail. Ely
Brothers, 56 Wanen street, New York.
Give tip prjudice and try it. •
Littell's Liquid Sulphur Soap reduce*.
o a minimum the danger of contractive
contagious disease For the toilet arm
bath It is without an equal It le rapid
ly acquirieg first place in the favor ot
41 who use it AR an ineomprrable shay
Mg *dap. 10 Cents. For sale by Ali
demon & Fowlur, druggists, Hotel La
thane tf
PROFESSIONAL-CARDS.
R. W. HARRISON,
Attorney -at - Law.
Will practice in the retina et rrnri.
Sian and adjoining countise. Office in
Seargeni while
HOPK IN8YILLE. - - KY.
R. F. McDANIEL, M. D.
Physician and Surgeon,
Office MeDioutel Baudiug,
opp Omar House
 
 sib
TELEPHONE R""/". e
.1176Ofiloe 
DR. WM. M. FUQUA,
SURGE9N.
Gewera and Sprcin I
ovet Planter's op-
kinsville Ky.
Hunter W Kee Hunter Wood, Jr
HUNTER WOOD SON.
Attorneys-at-Law.
Office to Hopper Block, up stairs over
Planters Bank.
HOPKINSVILLE. . KEN 1 UOK Y
Special attention to
cases in bankruptcy.
Cetcoloath.7-
All curable diseases succossfull, treated
without the use of drugs id' k nth,.
E. Oldham D. 0.; Mrs. Lula E. Old-
narn, D. 0.; mrs. Reis E. Oregon., D o..
graduates American School of Osteopathy.
Kirksville, Mo. Corner 14th and Ube' ty
streets. No. ell. Oonsultauou and examine
tion free
•
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the Eing of Reference Work.
TES NEW WER1:r.r? EDITIOU "IFry.
In &ENCYCLOPEDIA BRITANIA
The Pilot
knov. s just how to steer a •
bring It safely through I!
"-\\\ and out into the open.
EncyLlopzdia Britannica ;:.
absolutely reliable golOc •
voyawe cf life. One
.vrong if its teachings are fclowe.'.
It Ltil :the mistakes men have mede;
how others have succceindandUlvv,„:4('
An ::•_telligent mar gets foo•I ficm
the experiences of 4:Ala.-Ts r.tt A. es
:kat of the rocks they ran ‘47afra..t.
hP .,rery :Iresence cf I
owdla Britannica in a hous€ give, tile place an inteil,'clual tc..tr!.
A library of thousands of volurrielt does not offer such an (77-r-
(unity for successful hwle study au] development as this maflcr
piece of literature. There Is no mcre instructive reaUing or, ear:ii
than that contained in its 30 volumes. To a life whose cu:i • I
runs toward the future, this great work is indispensable.
now you can secure the
Encyclopaedia Britannica
For One Dollar Cash
paying the balance in small monthly payments. Rerr :
that the entire Thirty Volumes with a Ouide and an
Book Case,. will be delivered when the first payment is made.
You will be surprised vvhen you learn the
LOW COST. -
Here It It:
The complete set (Thtrty Lorre t..4 t.wv Volumes):
No. n-New Style Buckrem Cloth, Marbled Edges, Extra
Machine Finish Book Paper, S45-so
First peyment, 0112 Dollar (4I.00s, and Three DoiLrs • -
month thereeter.
No 2-Half MoroccO, Marble.1 Edges, Extra Qeality
Boole Pape-, 163. oo
First payrw.nt. Two Dollars (.12.ar) aad Four
month thereafter.
No. I-Sheep. Tan Color, Marbled Edge's, Extra Quality Ifie:E
Book Paper, Iss.00s
First payment, Thr• Dollars (S3-co) and Five D..41.::-1
month thereafter.
404 reduction of Ion( IS granted by paying cat4t wisien so es,
re, of the weak.
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CE.
, COrrect in style and fit. Made of White's
best Box (Jan*. Solid leather counters.
Double Scotrh soles. - Good year welt.
Leailier lined. New Engiish Coin and.
Plain Common Sense Toe Hub Goring.
Laee and Plain. ' Making altogether the
most Fomfortable and desirable boot ever
shown on this market We are sole agents
for this bootee.
1, Wall & Co.
_s or. iss • efroomieirers. _,,,j14 #7;:,sago ARA 4,046 Wan kadra INNIPOCU &
A Woman ,11/ho Loves To
Entgrtain
her friends always strives to soo'.0
het dialing room aa handsome *and
attractive ate poesible. p•b#. now+
she raa find ch. hend.orip-et fern'
dt tri ei itta erii,ta-birebu!rudeteata, tit:at ,c0.147-iwtsta,eso.1
money in eur comp,. beo,tve Nod
viri.d Week of fie. funetur it• tee
let. en artistic .tyla. sod .hip:s.
Don't fail to eall and iuspe ern.
block
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Impforted china, dolls, books, m.dal-
lions, fr-tmes, ties, hdkfs, mut-filets, furs
&lithe. hundred more he sutiful things
suitable for Xmas presents.
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